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Should Developers Come Only from Mars but Project Managers from Venus?

Preparing this issue of Methods & Tools, I noticed that I had three articles about Agile... and
they are all written by women. As we have already received Agile contributions from women, I
was wondering if, even if the manifesto first signatories are all men, Agile values were more on
the "woman" side of the human being? I noticed also that you can find 6 women out of 13
members on the Agile Alliance Board, even if they are a minority in software development.
Checking if the relative importance of women was linked to Agile, I saw that the Project
Management Institute board has also 6 women out of 15 members. This situation could then be
more related to the project management aspect of software development than to Agile. Trying to
find evidences of this different proportion of women and men between project management and
development roles, I checked the speakers' list of major developer conferences like Jazoon or
RailsConf. I found there a situation that was more inline with my experience in software
development organizations: a lot of men and (very) few women. The situation of women in
software development organizations is not an easy one. They are a minority, have different
values than their male colleagues and give more importance to their family life. I know that
men/women comparison is "touchy" subject as gender behavior is a cultural topic with a lot of
differences around the world. I am also not convinced that the Mars/Venus approach brings an
answer to every question. It is generally accepted that men are more individualist and, especially
in the IT field, introvert. Women are more caring and extravert, thus they should be more at ease
with interactions and collaboration. I don't think however that the Agile approach has a
"woman" side only for its coaching part. Agile also has practices that encourage an open work
context (pair programming, retrospectives) and individual responsibility for quality (test driven
development, refactoring). These activities require the capacity of being able to call itself into
question, which is a women quality that men will call "lack of confidence". Have you never
omitted testing some code, thinking: "this is only a small change and I don't need to run the tests
again", just to discover later that maybe the apparent simplicity could have lead to a lack of
concentration? ;o) By putting back the focus on people in the software development process,
Agile can bring a different perspective on the human qualities of project participants. Whether
you are a developer, a tester or a project manager, you can however not be just defined by your
preference for Mars, Snickers or Bounty. It is important to know yourself, know your limits as
much as your strengths and work with your team to build better software.
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Coding and Testing: Testers and Programmers Working Together

Lisa Crispin, lisa.crispin@gmail.com
http://lisacrispin.com

One of my favorite quotes from Elisabeth Hendrickson is this: “Testing is not a phase!” We
have to stop thinking of “testing” as some separate activity, removed from the rest of software
development. It takes a village to produce a high-quality software product, and we can’t do it
from isolated functional silos. The idea of driving development with tests has been popularized
by the agile development movement. It’s not a new idea, but it seems to finally be taking hold
on a large scale. The fact is that testing and coding are inseparable components of software
development. We get the best results with testers and programmers work closely together.

How can we deliver real value to the business frequently? How can we know how much testing
is enough? Let’s look at how testers and programmers collaborate to produce high-quality
software.

Driving Development with Tests

In agile development, we write high-level test cases before coding even starts. This is a good
practice no matter what development methodology you’re using. Testers are skilled at helping
business experts clarify their requirements for a particular feature or piece of functionality, and
using those to provide the big picture for what the code needs to do.

When coding starts, it’s time for testers to turn the examples of desired behavior that they’ve
elicited from customers into executable tests that will let the team know when the functionality
is “done”. If these tests aren’t automatable, the programmers are unlikely to actually run them.
However, as we write tests that will be automated, we also think ahead to the important
exploratory testing we’ll need to do as coding is completed.

Throughout this process, one or more testers will work together with one or more programmers
to write tests, write code, write more tests, write more code, test some more, as many tiny
iterations as needed until the appropriate business value is achieved.

When your team plans releases and iterations, think about the tests you’ll need to help guide
coding. Write appropriate task cards to write the test cases, automate them, and do the manual
exploratory testing. Write appropriate task cards to design code for ease of test automation.

A universal complaint among software teams is “we never have time to finish testing” and
“testing gets squeezed to the end”. The usual cause? The team plans too much work in one
iteration. Testers must actively participate in the planning. Your team needs to be realistic and
plan only the functionality that they can code and fully test before the end of the iteration. No
story is done until it’s tested!

Start Simply

As a tester, I’m naturally attracted to the scenarios where the code may be vulnerable – the edge
cases, boundary conditions, and soap opera-style sequences. But to help my teammates write
code, I have to start with the happy path. Write a test that shows that basic core functionality
works correctly. Depending on your programming expertise and the tool you’re using, you may
automate the test yourself, or the programmer may write the fixture that automates it.

http://lisacrispin.com/
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The programmer may look at the test and realize she has misunderstood the requirement, or
maybe she thinks the tester has. This is great, because it means the tester and programmer have
to talk. Tests that encourage communication are the best kind. The programmer writes code
until the test can execute and pass. Now it’s time to think of more complex test cases, and
wander off into the potentially smelly areas of the code. Note areas that might be interesting for
later exploratory testing.

Remember the purpose of these tests: to guide coding. Get the basics working, and add more
tests as appropriate later on.

Assess Risk

No matter how much time we have for testing software, we can always use it up and wish for
more. We never have enough time, and short iterations of agile development add to the
challenge. Some quick risk analysis will help you decide where to focus your testing efforts.

List all the potential risks associated with the code you’re writing, including those that go
beyond functionality, such as security, performance and usability. Use the likelihood of a failure
and the impact of that failure to help decide what tests to do first, and leave testing of lower-risk
areas to last.

Advertisement - Visual Use Case - Click on ad to reach advertiser web site
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Small Chunks, Thin Slices

“Incremental and iterative” is the name of the game when you want to deliver value frequently,
maintaining a sustainable pace. When my team faces a complex story, we spend some time
breaking it down into what we call “steel threads”, and others call “thin slices” or “tracer
bullets”. We start with a small, end-to-end path through the code which can be coded and tested,
and tests can be automated for it. Once the coding and testing are complete on that small
increment, we add on the next chunk of functionality.

Let’s look at a team that is developing software for an Internet retail website. They’re starting
on this story:

As a shopper, I want to choose the shipping option for my order, and see the shipping cost, so I
can decide which shipping option I want.

The team may decide that their first slice through this code is to present only one shipping
option on the UI, calculate the cost for that option, and display it on the next page. They might
even take the UI out of the equation, and focus first on passing the shipping option, destination
and item weight to an API which will return the estimated shipping cost. That functionality can
easily be tested “behind the GUI”, with a tool such as Fit or FitNesse. Later “slices” add more
shipping options, flesh out the UI, provide a way to change the shipping option, and navigate to
the payment page.

Each small increment is produced by testers and programmers working together, writing tests
that demonstrate correct code behavior, and code that makes those tests pass.

Coding and Testing Progress Together

Let’s look at an example of how a tester and programmer might work on a user story or feature.
Patty Programmer and Tammy Tester are working on a user story to calculate the shipping cost
of an item, based on weight and destination postal code.  Tammy writes a simple test case in a
tabular format that is supported by their Fit-based test tool:

Weight Destination Postal Code Cost
5 kg 80104 $7.25

Meanwhile, Patty writes the code to send the inputs to the shipping cost API and to get the
calculated cost. She shows Tammy her unit tests, which all pass. Tammy thinks Patty’s tests
look ok, and they agree Patty will check in the code.

Next, Patty checks in a fixture to automate Tammy’s tests. Patty calls Tammy over to show her
that the first simple test is working. Tammy writes up more test cases, trying different weights
and destinations within the U.S. Those all work fine. Then she tries a Canadian postal code, and
the test dies with an exception. She shows this to Patty, who realizes that the shipping cost
calculator API defaults to U.S. postal codes, and requires a country code for postal codes in
Canada and Mexico. She hadn’t written any unit tests for any other countries yet.
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Tammy and Patty pair to revise the inputs to the unit tests. Then Patty pairs with Carl Coder to
change the code that calls the API. Now the test looks like this:

Weight Destination Postal
Code

Country Code Cost

5 kg 80104 US $7.25
5 kg T2J 2M7 CA $9.40

This back-and-forth testing and coding process could take all kinds of forms. Patty might write
these “story tests” herself, in addition to her unit tests. Or, she and Tammy may decide that they
can cover all of Tammy’s acceptance tests with unit-level tests. Patty might be in a remote
office, using an online collaboration tool to pair with Tammy. Either or both might pair with
other team members. They might need help from their database expert to set up the test
database. The point is that testing and coding are part of one process, in which all team members
participate.

Tammy can keep identifying new test cases until she feels all the risky areas have been covered.
She might test with the heaviest possible item, and the most expensive destination. She might
test having a large quantity of one item, or many items to the same destination. Some edge cases
might be so unlikely she doesn’t bother with them. She may not keep all the automated tests in
the regression test suite. Some tests might be better done manually, after a UI is available.

The Power of Three

Patty has written unit tests with Hawaii as the shipping destination, but Tammy thinks only
continental destinations are acceptable. They both go to talk to the product owner about it. This
is the Power of Three. When questions arise, having three different viewpoints is an effective
way to make sure you get the right solution, and you don’t have to re-hash the issue later.  This
helps prevent requirement changes from flying in under the radar and causing unpleasant
surprises later.

It’s vital that everyone on the development team understands the business, so don’t fall into the
habit of only having a tester, an analyst or a programmer communicate with the business
experts.

Ways to Improve Programmer-Tester Collaboration

The story about how Tammy and Patty work together shows how closely programmers and
testers collaborate. As coding and testing proceed, there are many opportunities to transfer
skills. Programmers learn new ways of testing. Testers learn more about code design and how
the right tests can improve it.

Pair Testing

Patty has completed the UI for selecting shipping options and displaying the cost, but hasn’t
checked it in yet. She calls Tammy over to her workstation and demonstrates how the end user
would enter the destination postal code, select the shipping option, and see the cost right away.
Tammy tries this out, changing the postal code to see the new cost appear. She notices the text
box for the postal code allows the user to enter more characters than should be allowed for a
valid code, and Patty changes the html accordingly. Once the UI looks good, Patty checks in the
code, and Tammy continues with her exploratory testing.
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“Show Me”

Tammy is especially concerned with changing the postal code and having the new cost display,
as they identified this as a risky area. She finds that if she displays the shipping cost, goes on to
the next page of the UI, then comes back to change the postal code, the new estimated cost
doesn’t display. She asks Patty to come observe this behavior. Patty realizes there is a problem
with values being cached, and goes back to her workstation to fix it.

Showing someone a problem real-time is much more effective than filing a bug in a defect
tracking system and waiting for someone to have time to look at it later. If the team is
distributed and people are in different time zones, it’s harder to do work through issues together.
The team will have to make adjustments to get this kind of value. One of my teammates is in a
timezone 12.5 hours ahead, but works late into his nighttime to overlap with our morning. We
work through test results and examples when we’re both online.

Show the customers, too. As soon as you have a prototype, some basic navigation, some small
testable piece of code, show it to the customer and get their feedback. Feedback, from our
customers, from our automated tests, from each other, is our most powerful tool in staying on
track and delivering the right business value.

Knowing When We’re Done

Remember: “No story is done until it’s tested”. Now that we’ve learned how testing and coding
fit together, there’s not a big lag time from “coding is finished” to “testing is finished”.

Advertisement - MKS Integrity - Click on ad to reach advertiser web site
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By the time coding is finished, we usually have FitNesse tests covering all the functionality,
including edge cases and boundary conditions. We’ve explored the functionality of each “thin
slice” or “small chunk”. Now we want to learn how the finished feature works, so we do end-to-
end exploratory testing. We may use automated scripts to help set up test data or scenarios, but
mainly we’re using our heads, eyes, ears and intuition to make sure that this part of the product
will delight the customer.

During this post-development testing, we might realize that although we have delivered the
precise customer requirements, our feature might be lacking in usability, performance, security
or some other aspect of quality. We may find that the new code impacts some other part of the
application in an unexpected way. We might fix this right away, or write new stories to be done
next iteration.

If we’ve managed the scope of our work correctly, we have production-ready code at the end of
our iteration. There may be enhancements planned for later, but we’ve produced stable
functionality the business can use now. We understood what the business people wanted, and
found a practical way to implement it. We have a suite of automated regression tests for this
functionality, so when we make changes next iteration, we’ll know if we break anything.

The Payoff

When we divide our work into small, manageable chunks, plan and conduct testing and coding
as part of a single development process, and focus on finishing one chunk of valuable
functionality at a time, testing doesn’t get squeezed to the end, put off to a future iteration, or
ignored altogether. I’ve seen this proven out on a variety of teams - like most pragmatic,
common-sense approaches, it works.

Get your team together today and talk about how you can all – testers, programmers and
everyone else involved with delivering the software – work together to integrate coding and
testing. Instead of investing in a big requirements document, capture requirements and examples
of desired application behavior in executable tests, and write the code that will make those pass.
Meet with your business stakeholders to understand their priorities and explain how much work
you can realistically take on each iteration. Stop treating coding and testing as separate
activities.

It won’t happen overnight, but gradually your team will get better and better at really finishing
each software feature – including all the testing. Your customers will be delighted to get stable,
robust software that meets their needs. Your team will benefit from better-designed code that’s
easier to maintain and contains far fewer bugs. Best of all, testers and programmers alike will
enjoy their work much more!
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Responsibility Driven Design with Mock Objects

Marc Evers & Rob Westgeest, marc@qwan.it & rob@qwan.it
QWAN, www.qwan.it

Object oriented design is the art of assigning the right responsibilities to the right objects and
creating a clear structure with loose coupling and high cohesion. Test driven development
(TDD) is a design practice that helps you achieving this to some extent. TDD drives you
towards loosely coupled objects, because too many dependencies will hinder the short test-code-
refactor cycles typical for TDD.

Responsibility driven design is an approach that helps you shift focus from object state to
interactions and responsibilities. In this article, we will show how test driven development with
mock objects facilitates responsibility driven design and drives you towards a more cohesive,
loosely coupled design.

Responsibilities in an object oriented system

Responsibilities are the foundation of an object oriented system. We imagine an object oriented
system as a cage in which objects live. When a request is fired to the system, the objects work
together to fulfill the request. Every object does what it can do best and delegates the rest to its
collaborators – the other objects it works together with. Responsibility Driven Design is just
about that. It focuses on what an object can do (Wirfs-Brock & McKean, 2003).

We find our objects by identifying relevant concepts in a domain. Candidates are concepts that
we mention repeatedly while talking about the domain. The candidates we find are typically
passive concepts from the real world without any behavior. For example, a task in a workflow
system is a passive thing being executed by a real world person and an invoice is something
passive being paid for by a real world client.

We find responsibilities by making passive things active. We assign responsibilities to the
passive concepts that are associated with them. For example, a workflow task gets the
responsibility to execute itself. An invoice gets the responsibility to pay itself. All messages that
the object responds to should match its responsibilities.  We can simulate a usage scenario of the
system, by letting objects respond to messages and delegate tasks that other objects can do
better to those objects. Next, we look for what an object needs to know to fulfill its
responsibilities. This drives us towards putting information where we directly need it.

As a result of localizing this knowledge to objects, changes to the resulting system tend to be
localized as well. Changes in one place do not ripple through the design and will not affect other
parts. This reduces the risk of introducing defects.

While system as a whole may be complicated, the objects within the system, combining
behavior and associated state, remain small and easy to understand. As a result, making changes
is therefore easy and fast.

We see that, by working responsibility driven, you achieve low coupling and high cohesion
(well known software design principles). A cohesive object has responsibilities that fit well
together and contains all information it needs to fulfill its responsibilities. Low cohesion means
an unclear object doing many unrelated things or an object without any responsibilities, making
it hard to understand and change.

www.qwan.it
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Low coupling means that dependencies between objects are well managed. There are only a few
dependencies between objects. Dependencies are unidirectional and exist for the purpose of
delegating responsibilities, not for obtaining information from others to fulfill responsibilities.

Contrast this with the procedural approach we see a lot in practice: thinking primarily in
sequences of actions and collecting whatever information required from wherever that
information is lying around. In this approach, functions are highly cohesive and isolated in one
place, but data is grabbed from many other objects. Functions depend on the internal details of
many objects. Changes in a function may require changes in several objects. It is difficult to
judge the impact of changes to a single object, because many other functions depend on it as
well. Functions become sensitive to changes across the system.

The art of good design is placing responsibilities close to the knowledge required to fulfill these
responsibilities. This results in small, understandable objects loosely coupled to their
environment.

Responsibilities and CRC cards

A simple but powerful technique to support responsibility driven design is CRC cards (Class,
Responsibility, Collaboration) invented by Kent Beck and Ward Cunningham (Beck &
Cunningham, 1989).

Advertisement - Wiki-powered Requirements Management - Click on ad to reach advertiser web site
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You use index cards (15x10 cm). Every card represents a (candidate) class. Its name is written
on top, its responsibilities are mentioned on the left, and the classes that it collaborates with are
listed on the right. The picture below shows an example CRC card for a workflow process. It
knows how to guide work through one or more tasks. It collaborates with tasks and work items
to achieve this.

In a design session, you use the cards to quickly try out different scenarios and get feedback on
how you have assigned responsibilities to classes.

Although this technique is 20 years old, it is still very useful, with the additional benefit that you
don't need to buy an expensive modeling tool.

CRC cards are not necessarily concrete classes. They are primarily roles that the objects will
play. Each role comes with its responsibilities. The idea of modeling roles and objects is
extensively covered in (Reenskaug, 1995).

In code, roles will be implemented by interfaces and the objects by classes. This approach
results in loosely coupled components and a lot of interface definitions.

Responsibility driven design also relates to design guidelines like the Single Responsibility
Principle – each unit should have only one responsibility (Martin, 2002).

Test Driven Development

Test Driven Development (TDD) is a development practice that supports responsibility driven
design. TDD drives the design from writing unit tests. While doing TDD, you keep the code and
its design in good shape by refactoring continuously (Beck, 2003). Refactoring means
improving the design of existing code, without changing its overall behaviour.

The steps of TDD are deceptively simple:

1. first, write a unit test

2. make sure the test fails – test the test
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3. add code step by step, just enough to make the test pass

4. refactor the code – remove duplication and ensure the code reveals its intentions

5. repeat

TDD drives you towards independent units in your design, as dependencies get in your way
while writing unit tests. Therefore, it enforces a loosely coupled, cohesive design.

Many who start with TDD struggle with getting a grip on dependencies. To test an object, you
exercise some behaviour and then verify whether an object is in an expected state. Because OO
design focuses on behaviour, the state of an object is usually hidden (encapsulated). To be able
to verify if an object behaves like expected, you sometimes need to access the internal state and
introduce special methods to expose this state, like a getter method or a property that retrieves
the internal state.

Apart from not wanting objects cluttering their interfaces and exposing their private parts, we
neither want to introduce unnecessary dependencies with such extra getters. Our tests will
become too tightly coupled and focused on implementation details.

A group of agile software development pioneers from the United Kingdom were also struggling
with this back in 1999. They had to add additional getter methods to validate the state of objects.
Their manager didn't like all this breaking of encapsulation and declared: I want no getters in
the code! (Mackinnon et al., 2000 & Freeman et al., 2004)

The team came up with the idea to focus on interactions rather than state. They created a special
object to replace the collaborators of objects under test. These special objects contained
specifications for expected method calls. They called these objects mock objects, or mocks for
short. The original ideas have been refined, resulting in several mock object frameworks for all
common programming languages: Java (jMock, EasyMock, Mockito), .NET (NMock,
RhinoMocks), Python (PythonMock, Mock.py, Ruby (Mocha, RSpec), C++ (mockpp, amop).
See www.mockobjects.com for more information and links.

This approach leads to a particular style of testing called interaction based testing (Fowler,
2004). In interaction based testing, a test specifies the behavior of an object as well as the
behavior it delegates to collaborators. In other words, tests specify object responsibilities and
collaborations. This is exactly what responsibility driven design is about. Test driven
development in an interaction based style with mocks is responsibility driven development - in
code.

An example

Suppose we want to develop a simple workflow engine. We envision a workflow engine as
something that manages processes consisting of a number of tasks that will be performed on a
work item. A work item is for instance a report to be written or a claim to be processed.
Workers (typically people) carry out the tasks.

We begin with fleshing out what happens when a process is started. We will build op our first
test step by step, to show the modeling process.

In our first test, we verify that given a WorkflowProcess, when it is started, then the first task
should be started. We express our example in Java and use the Mockito framework
(www.mockito.org) to specify and verify our expectations about the interactions. The basic

www.mockobjects.com
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ideas and design decisions we take are generic and not tied to specific programming languages
or frameworks.

We find it helpful to write test methods bottom up. Starting with what we want to assert in this
test, we state the expected effect of the method under test. We expect that a task will be started
on a work item:
  @Test
  public void startingAProcessShouldInitiateATask() {
    verify(task).start(workItem);
  }

Then we express the responsibility you want to test, represented by a call to the start method of
the process we are testing:

  @Test
  public void startingAProcessShouldInitiateATask() {
    process.start(workItem);
    verify(task).start(workItem);
  }

Finally, we create the object under test – a WorkflowProcess instance – and the other objects
we need for the tests. The latter are the collaborators of the process: a task and a work item.

  @Test
  public void startingAProcessShouldInitiateATask() {
    Task task = mock(Task.class);
    WorkItem workItem = mock(WorkItem.class);
    WorkflowProcess process = new WorkflowProcess(task);
    process.start(workItem);

    verify(task).start(workItem);
  }

The mock and verify methods are part of the Mockito framework.

Some other frameworks like jMock and NMock force you to set expectations before invoking
the method under test. This seems radically different from setting assertions afterwards, but in
our opinion, there is no fundamental difference. Especially when you take the approach we
describe above, by starting with your expectations, it is basically the same approach.

Through this test, we have specified what we want. To make it work, we create interfaces for
Task and WorkItem to represent these roles. We create a class for WorkflowProcess and add the
required methods and constructors. We leave the methods empty for the moment, because we
want to let our tests drive the implementation and we first want to see the test fail:

org.mockito.exceptions.verification.WantedButNotInvoked:
Wanted but not invoked:
task.start(
    Mock for WorkItem, hashCode: 6613606
);
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The error message means that we expected a call of the start method on task, but the mock
object did not receive this call. The following code makes the test pass:

public class WorkflowProcess {
  private final Task task;
  public WorkflowProcess(Task task) {
    this.task = task;
  }

  public void start(WorkItem workItem) {
    task.start(workItem);
  }
}

Tell, Don't Ask

The test makes the expectations about the interaction between a WorkflowProcess object and its
collaborator task clear. This style of testing drives you towards a Tell, Don't Ask design style:
instead of pulling data from a collaborator with getters (asking) and doing something with this
data, you send a collaborator a request to do something (telling), where the collaborator decides
how it does the job.

This prevents train wrecks, long chains of methods calls returning objects on which new
methods are called returning objects... An example of a train wreck in our workflow system,
here's an implementation of process.start():

public class WorkflowProcess {
  //....
  public void start(WorkItem workItem) {
    task.getWorker().getWorkItems().add(workItem);
  }
  //....
}

Instead, we explicitly capture the responsibilities using methods that tell an object to do
something:

public class WorkflowProcess {
  //....
  public void start(WorkItem workItem) {
    task.start(workItem);
  }
  //....
}

Train wrecks show that the design is poor and responsibilities are not in the right place. Mock
objects show this as well, in an even more painful manner. If the start method of
WorkflowProcess would be implemented like:

  public void start(WorkItem workItem) {
    firstTask.getWorker().workOn(workItem);
  }
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Then a unit test for the behaviour would look like this:

public class WorkflowProcessTest {
  @Test
  public void startingAProcessShouldInitiateATask() {
    Collection<WorkItem> workItems = new ArrayList<WorkItem>();
    Worker worker = mock(Worker.class);
    Task task = mock(Task.class);
    WorkItem workItem = mock(WorkItem.class);
    WorkflowProcess process = new WorkflowProcess(task);
    when(task.getWorker()).thenReturn(worker);
    when(worker.getWorkItems()).thenReturn(workItems);

    process.start(workItem);

    assertTrue("workItem should be added",
workItems.contains(workItem));
  }
}

(The when ... thenReturn expression specifies that a method on a mock object will always return
the indicated value.)

What happens here is that we are writing procedural code – focusing on all the things we want
to do and directly getting all required data, wherever it has to come from. We see this happening
a lot in practice – starting out from the steps that need to be done without focusing on concepts
first.

Without realizing, we introduce a lot of extra dependencies here. Code completion features
offered by development environments make it even easier to throw in a bunch of extra
dependencies with just a few keystrokes.

These dependencies might look innocent, but they are actually quite bad. Because such
procedural code knows a bunch of other objects, it becomes more fragile, more sensitive to
changes – changes in any of the objects it depends on will ripple through.

The test painfully shows that there is something wrong with our design. The test is complicated
and loses focus. There are many mocks in the tests and one mock is returning another. What are
we actually testing? Starting a process, the getWorker method, the getWorkItems method, the
java Collection class add() method, or everything?

The test is easier to set up and read when we just think in terms of behavior of the object under
test and what it delegates to its collaborator. The object tells its collaborator what to do rather
than ask it for information. Therefore, interaction based testing with mocks drives you towards a
responsibility driven design.

Roles and concepts

When developing this way, you will find new concepts along the way. For these concepts, we
define roles, represented by interfaces. Using roles and interfaces helps to achieve loose
coupling, because objects only depend on abstract interfaces, not on concrete implementation
classes.
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Let's take a look at the next test. We have identified the task as a concept. It is currently an
interface. Who implements this interface? Would that be TaskImpl? Or should we have called
the interface ITask and the implementing class Task? We actually don't like these kind of names.
TaskImpl focuses on implementation details instead of communicating our intent. ITask is a
kind of Hungarian notation to say explicitly “Hey, this is an interface”. We don't care about
whether or not this is an interface. We care about concepts and that the name of a concept fits its
responsibilities, revealing our intent. Naming might look like a small, unimportant thing. It is
however crucial in understanding and maintaining the code and its design.

It pays to think a bit longer and harder. SimpleTask is a better candidate. Although we don't
want to think too much about the future (the YAGNI principle – You Aren't Gonna Need It),
other more complex tasks might pop up later. Even if they don't, the task we are implementing is
a singular task and therefore simple. Did we say singular? That would be an even better name:
SingularTask it is.

The concept of SingularTask represents a singular focused activity that is delegated to a Worker.
If a SingularTask is started, it will ask someone or something to work on the WorkItem. Do we
need a Person for this? Possibly, but let's focus on the role instead and call it Worker. The
corresponding test is:

@Test
public void startShouldMakeWorkerWorkOnWorkItem(){
  Worker worker = mock(Worker.class);
  WorkItem workItem = mock(WorkItem.class);
  SingularTask task = new SingularTask(worker);
  task.start(workItem);

  verify(worker).workOn(workItem);
}

We specify that the worker should receive the message workOn(workItem) when the task is
started. The corresponding implementation is:

public class SingularTask implements Task {
  private Worker worker;
  ...
  public void start(WorkItem workItem) {
    worker.workOn(workItem);
  }
  ...
}

Who does what?

We leave the Worker for a moment and proceed with SingularTask. What should happen if the
task has finished? The next task should be started. Where does this responsibility belong, in
SingularTask, Worker, or WorkflowProcess? In practice, often, there is a tendency to put the
responsibility where the situation arises, for example:

public class SingularTask implements Task {
  WorkflowProcess process
  ...
  public void done(){
    Task next = process.getNextTask();
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    next.start(workItem);
  }
  ...
}

This looks simple and it works. But who manages tasks in this case: WorkflowProcess or
SingularTask? The problem is that they both manage tasks a bit. We assigned the
WorkflowProcess the responsibility to guide work items through tasks. Starting the next task is
part of this responsibility. The corresponding test is:

public class SingularTaskTest {
  @Test
  public void doneShouldInformTheProcess(){
    Worker worker = mock(Worker.class);
    TaskParent parent = mock(TaskParent.class);
    SingularTask task = new SingularTask(parent, worker);
    task.done();

    verify(parent).done(task);
  }
}

We expect that TaskParent receives the done message, not WorkflowProcess, because we focus
on roles, not on concrete implementations. This is a new concept, so we create a new interface
TaskParent. WorkflowProcess will play the role of TaskParent and will implement the done
method. In this test, we create a mock object for the TaskParent collaborator.

The implementation then looks like this:

public class SingularTask implements Task {
  private TaskParent parent;
  ...
  public void done() {
    parent.done(this);
  }
}

So SingularTask does not depend on the concrete WorkflowProcess class, but on the TaskParent
role instead.

The next step is to implement done in WorkflowProcess, where we expect that the next task will
be started.

public class WorkflowProcessTest {
  @Test
  public void endingFirstTaskShouldStartNext() {
    Task firstTask = mock(Task.class);
    Task nextTask = mock(Task.class);
    WorkItem workItem = mock(WorkItem.class);
    WorkflowProcess process = new WorkflowProcess(firstTask,
nextTask);
    process.start(workItem);

    process.done(firstTask);

    verify(nextTask).start(workItem);
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  }
}

The corresponding implementation is:

public void done(Task task) {
  successorOf(task).start(workItem);
}

Mistakes we made learning mock objects

Unit testing is difficult. It requires skill and practice. Interaction based testing is the result of
other developers' struggles and can help you to improve your design. It drives you towards more
loosely coupled, more cohesive objects, with an emphasis on behavior instead of state.

Interaction based testing also requires practice, perhaps even more than 'traditional' unit tests.
Mock objects are often incorrectly interpreted and used. We will discuss some of the mistakes
we made ourselves while learning interaction based testing with mock objects.

Tests need some love too, especially tests with mocks

Test driven development looks simple, but in practice, it is not easy at all. It is hard to be
disciplined enough to execute these small steps over and over again. It is hard not to forget to
refactor when tests pass. It is particularly hard to remember taking good care of test code as
well, rather than letting it descent into an unmaintainable pile of duplicate code blocks. It is hard
to separate objects so that they are testable independently.

We have written our share of unit tests that are hard to maintain. We made it worse by adding
multiple mocks and many expectations, to cut through those nasty dependencies. We quickly
found out that we have to give our test code love and attention as well to keep them
understandable. Tests that are complex and hard to understand don't help us as they should.

We learned that pair programming and lot of practice helps us to overcome some of these
difficulties.

Mocking objects, rather than roles

Our first mock objects where hand made objects registering expected and actual calls.
Implementing interfaces or deriving from concrete classes, did not feel like a big difference.
Most mock object frameworks allow mocking concrete classes. This is not a problem per se. We
prefer however to mock interfaces, because it forces us to think about the different roles
collaborating objects play and what responsibilities we want to delegate.

We have stepped into the pitfall of mocking concrete classes without keeping roles in mind. As
a result, we ended up with complicated tests, where different responsibilities of collaborators
were all mixed up. Sometimes it even results in describing almost arbitrary interactions between
objects, with a mess of messages being sent back and forth. Without clear roles, it becomes
difficult to understand what the object under test is actually doing with its collaborators.

It is not so much about mocking interfaces versus mocking concrete classes. It is about using
interfaces as a tool to focus on roles instead of concrete objects.
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Mocking getters

Another mistake we made is setting expectations for getters. Our tests became brittle due to that
mistake. If production code calls a getter, then you should not care about when and how many
times the getter is called. A getter is a property that should be set once in the test (i.e. stubbed)
and that should return one value independent of when and how many times it is called.

Another thing with getters is that having getters should make you sit back for a moment to think
about your design. Getters break encapsulation. We frequently hear that this doesn't have to be
the case: getXxy can be a property of an object, but this does not say anything about how it has
been implemented. Perhaps xyz is computed from other fields. GetXyz communicates however
in the design that other objects can use the xyz property. The getXyz getter is usually introduced
because another object needs xyz to perform some behavior and that is exactly what
encapsulation breaking is about. An important question to ask here is: is property xyz in the
wrong place or have I placed the behavior that uses it in the wrong place?

Mocking has been conceived from the idea I don't want any getters in my code! Mocks are
intended to verify messages sent to neighboring roles. When an object needs to call a getter on a
collaborator – yes, we know, preferably not – don't mock the getters. Use a stub instead to return
a specific value, which will keep the test better readable.

Mocking (almost) everything

Inspired by the idea of mocking and focusing on interactions, we started out mocking every
little detail. Tests started looking just like the implementation, written in terms of expectations.
It became impossible to vary implementation a bit without breaking tests.

We have learned that there is a balance to everything. Here the balance is about sufficiently
capturing behaviour with expectations on the one hand, while leaving some room for the
implementation to vary on the other hand. A rule of thumb is to keep expectations on the same
level of abstraction. If you are for example testing an invoice class, you don't set expectations on
how the invoice interacts with a currency when calculating the total. You do set expectations on
how the invoice interacts with the client when the payment is due.

Mocks and objects running out of sync

We have put ourselves in situations where our expectations on mock objects did not match the
actual behavior of the classes implementing these roles. We got false positives from our tests:
all unit tests passed, but the system as a whole did not work.

If you use tests with mocks, your tests contain assumptions about role behavior. You have to
make sure these assumptions match the actual behavior of the objects. We have learned that unit
tests are useful but not sufficient. Integration tests are needed as well, to test that all the parts
work together correctly.

Adding behavior to mocks

Back in the days when we crafted our own mock objects, we sometimes added behavior to them.
As a result, our mocks sometimes became a kind of simulators. Our tests tested the simulators as
well as production code. While simulators can be useful in system level tests, they are harmful
in unit tests. They make unit tests unfocused and hard to read. It becomes difficult to trace test
failures to the root cause of the problem.
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As a rule of thumb, the amount of behavior in mock objects should be restricted to returning
values and unconditionally throwing exceptions.

Mocking external libraries

Many developers who have been introduced to mock objects, regard them as handy tools to stub
external libraries. We initially did this ourselves and even the inventors of mock objects started
out this way. Mocking external libraries is a pain however. They usually don't lend themselves
for mocking, because they consist of many concrete classes where the effect of mocking a few
methods is unknown. Mocking external libraries makes your tests brittle. This is amplified by
the fact that external libraries tend to change over time, changes beyond your control.

Moreover, when you use mocks, you specify behavior that you expect from collaborators. You
should not copy expectations from existing behavior. You can expect behavior from
collaborators that you control, but not from collaborators you don't control. Remember that
mocks are about responsibility driven design.

To cope with external libraries, write mock based tests against a thin adapter layer around the
library and write intake-unit tests for this layer which integrate with the actual library.
Furthermore, write integration tests to ensure the system works together with the external
library.

Summary

Object oriented design is the art of assigning the right responsibilities to the right objects.
Responsibility driven design amplifies responsibilities and behavior of objects. It helps us focus
on the roles objects play and the responsibilities associated with these roles. Test Driven
Development with mock objects does the same thing. This leads to an interaction based style of
testing and helps us to find new concepts and assign responsibilities in a Tell, Don't Ask manner
- telling objects what to do rather than asking them for information. The resulting design
consists of small, clear, autonomous, loosely coupled objects.

Although it is a useful tool, it still requires skill. It is easy to create unreadable, unmaintainable
tests and code. You can improve your testing and design skills by practicing with other
practitioners. A recent trend in practicing development skills is the coding dojo
(www.codingdojo.org), analogous to dojos in martial arts. A coding dojo is a workshop where
you practice together with colleagues to improve your (test driven) development skills.
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How to Quantify Quality: Finding Scales of Measure

Tom Gilb,Tom@Gilb.com
http://www.gilb.com/

Abstract.

‘Scales of measure’ are fundamental to a specification method we have developed called
Planguage. They are central to the definition of all scalar attributes; that is, to all the
performance (especially quality attributes) and resource attributes.

You can learn the art of developing your own tailored scales of measure for the performance
and resource attributes, which are important to your organization or system. You cannot rely on
being 'given the answer' about how to quantify. You will lose control over your current vital
system performance concerns if you cannot or do not quantify the critical attributes.

Finding and Developing Scales of Measure and Meters

The basic advice for identifying and developing scales of measure and meters (practical
methods for measuring) for scalar attributes is as follows:

1. Try to re-use previously defined Scales and Meters.  Examples [Posem. www].

2. Try to modify previously defined Scales and Meters.

3. If no existing Scale or Meter can be reused or modified, use common sense to develop
innovative home-grown quantification ideas.

4. Whatever Scale or Meter you start off with, you must be prepared to learn. Obtain and use
early feedback, from colleagues and from field tests, to redefine and improve your Scales
and Meters.

Reference Library for Scales of Measure

‘Reuse’ is an important concept for sharing experience and saving time when developing Scales.
You need to build reference libraries of your ‘standard’ scales of measure. Remember to
maintain details supporting each ‘standard’ Scale, such as Source, Owner, Status and Version
(Date). If the name of a Scale’s designer is also kept, you can probably contact them for
assistance and ideas. Here is a template for keeping reusable scales of measure.

Tag: <assign a tag name to this Scale>.
Version: <date of the latest version or change>.
Owner: <role/email of who is responsible for updates/changes>.
Status: <Draft, SQC Exited, Approved>.
Scale: <specify the Scale with defined [qualifiers].>
Alternative Scales: <reference by tag or define other Scales of interest as alternatives and
supplements>.
Qualifier Definitions: <define the scale qualifiers, like ‘for defined [Staff]’, list their options,
like {Nurse, Doctor, Orderly}.>.
Meter Options: <suggest Meter(s) appropriate to the Scale>.
Known Usage: <reference projects & specifications where this Scale was actually used in
practice with designers’ names>.
Known Problems: <list known or perceived problems with this Scale>.
Limitations: <list known or perceived limitations with this Scale>.

mailto:Tom@Gilb.com
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Example: This is a draft template, with <hints>, for specification of scales of measure in a
reference library. Many of the terms used here are defined in Competitive Engineering [www &
CE]. See example below for sample use of this template.

Tag: Ease of Access.
Version: 11-Aug-2003.
Owner: Rating Model Project (Bill).
Scale: Speed for a defined [Employee Type] with defined [Experience] to get a defined [Client
Type] operating successfully from the moment of a decision to use the application.
Alternative Scales: None known yet.
Qualifier Definitions:

Employee Type: {Credit Analyst, Investment Banker, …}.
Experience: {Never, Occasional, Frequent, Recent}.
Client Type: {Major, Frequent, Minor, Infrequent}.

Meter Options:
Test all frequent combinations of qualifiers at least twice.  Measure speed for the

combinations.
Known Usage: Project Capital Investment Proposals [2001, London].
Known Problems: None recorded yet.
Limitations: None recorded yet.

Example of a ‘Scale’ specification for a Scale reference library. This exploits the template in the
previous example.

Advertisement - Sonar Manages Source Code Quality - Click on ad to reach advertiser web site
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Reference Library for Meters

Another important standards library to maintain is a library of ‘Meters.’ Meters support scales
of measure by providing practical methods for actually measuring the numeric Scale values.
‘Off the shelf’ Meters from standard reference libraries can save time and effort since they are
already developed and are more or less ‘tried and tested’ in the field.

It is natural to reference suggested Meters within definitions of specific scales of measure (as in
the template and example above). Scales and Meters belong intimately together.

Managing ‘What’ You Measure

It is a well-known paradigm that you can manage what you can measure. If you want to achieve
something in practice, then quantification, and later measurement, are essential first steps for
making sure you get it. If you do not make critical performance attributes measurable, then it is
likely to be less motivating for people to find ways to deliver necessary performance levels.
They have no clear targets to work towards, and there are no precise criteria for judgement of
failure or success.

Practical Example: Scale Definition

‘User-friendly’ is a popular term. Can you specify a scale of measure for it?

Here is my advice on how to tackle developing a definition for this.

1. If we assume there is no ‘off-the-shelf’ definition that could be used (there are [POSEM,
CE]):

• Be more specific about the various aspects of the quality. There are many distinct
dimensions of qualities such as usability, maintainability, security, adaptability and their like
[CE]. List about 5 to 15 aspects of some selected quality that is critical to your project.

• For this example, let’s select ‘environmentally friendly’ as the one of many aspects that we
are interested in, and we shall work on this below as an example.

2. Invent and specify a Tag: ‘Environmentally Friendly’ is sufficiently descriptive. Ideally, it
could be shorter, but it is very descriptive left as it is. We indicate a ‘formally defined concept’
by capitalizing the tag.

Tag: Environmentally Friendly.

Note, we usually don’t explicitly specify ‘Tag: ’ but this sometimes makes the tag identity
clearer.

3. Check there is an Ambition statement, which briefly describes the level of requirement
ambition. ‘Ambition’ is a defined Planguage parameter. More parameters follow, below.

Ambition: A high degree of protection, compared to competitors, over the short-term and the
long-term, in near and remote environments for health and safety of living things.

4. Ensure there is general agreement by all the involved parties with the Ambition definition. If
not, ask for suggestions for modifications or additions to it. Here is a simple improvement to my
initial Ambition statement. It actually introduces a ‘constraint’.
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Ambition: A high degree of protection, compared to competitors, over the short-term and the
long-term, in near and remote environments for health and safety of living things, which does
not reduce the protection already present in nature.

5. Using the Ambition description, define an initial ‘Scale’ (of measure) that is somehow
quantifiable (meaning – you can meaningfully attach a number to it). Consider ‘what will be
sensed by the stakeholders’ if the level of quality changes. What would be a ‘visible effect’ if
the quality improved? My initial, unfinished attempt, at finding a suitable ‘Scale’ captured the
ideas of change occurring, and of things getting ‘better or worse’:

Scale: The % change in positive (good environment) or negative directions for defined
[Environmental Changes].

My first Scale parameter draft, with a single scalar variable.

However, I was not happy with it, so I made a second attempt. I refined the Scale by expanding
it to include the ideas of specific things being effected in specific places over given times:

Scale: % destruction or reduction of defined [Thing] in defined [Place] during a defined [Time
Period] as caused by defined [Environmental Changes].

This is the second Scalar definition draft with four scalar variables. These will be more-
specifically defined whenever the Scale is applied in requirement statements such as ‘Goal’.

This felt better. In practice, I have added more [qualifiers] into the Scale, to indicate the
variables that must be defined by specific things, places and time periods whenever the Scale is
used.

6. Determine if the term needs to be defined with several different scales of measure, or whether
one like this, with general parameters, will do. Has the Ambition been adequately captured?  To
determine what’s best, you should list some of the possible sub-components of the term (that is,
what can it be broken down into, in detail?). For example:

Thing: {Air, Water, Plant, Animal}.
Place: {Personal, Home, Community, Planet}.
Thing: = {Air, Water, Plant, Animal}.
Place: Consists of {Personal, Home, Community, Planet}.

Definition examples of the scale qualifiers used in the examples above. The first example
means: ‘Thing’ is defined as the set of things Air, Water, Plan and Animal (which, since they
are all four capitalized, are themselves defined elsewhere). Instead of just the colon after the tag,
the more explicit Planguage parameter ‘Consists Of’ or ‘=’ can be used to make this notation
more immediately intelligible to novices in reading Planguage.

Then consider whether your defined Scale enables the performance levels for these sub-
components to be expressed. You may have overlooked an opportunity, and may want to add
one or more qualifiers to that Scale. For example, we could potentially add the scale qualifiers
‘…. under defined [Environmental Conditions] in defined [Countries]…’ to make the scale
definition even more explicit and more general.
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Scale qualifiers (like …‘defined [Place]’…) have the following advantages:

• they add clarity to the specifications

• they make the Scales themselves more reusable in other projects

• they make the Scale more useful in this project: specific benchmarks, targets and constraints
can be specified for any interesting combination of scale variables (such as, ‘Thing = Air’).

7. Start working on a ‘Meter’ – a specification of how we intend to test or measure the
performance of a real system with respect to the defined Scale. Remember, you should first
check there is not a standard or company reference library Meter that you could use. Try to
imagine a practical way to measure things along the Scale, or at least sketch one out. My
example is only an initial rough sketch.

Meter: {scientific data where available, opinion surveys, admitted intuitive guesses}.

This Meter specification is a sketch defined by a {set} of three rough measurement concepts.
These at least suggest something about the quality and costs with such a measuring process. The
‘Meter’ must always explicitly address a particular ‘Scale’ specification. The Meter will help
confirm your choice of Scale as it will provide evidence that practical measurements can
feasibly be obtained on a given Scale of measure.

8. Now try out the Scale specification by trying to use it for specifying some useful levels on the
scale. Define some reference points from the past (Benchmarks) and some future requirements
(Targets and Constraints). For example:

Environmentally Friendly:

Ambition: A high degree of protection, compared to competitors, over the short-term and the
long-term, in near and remote environments for health and safety of living things, which does
not reduce the protection already present in nature.

Scale: % destruction or reduction of defined [Thing] in defined [Place] during a defined [Time
Period] as caused by defined [Environmental Changes].
============= Benchmarks =================
Past [Time Period = Next Two Years, Place = Local House, Thing = Water]:  20% <- intuitive
guess.
Record [Last Year, Cabin Well, Thing = Water]: 0% <- declared reference point.
Trend [Ten to Twenty Years From Now, Local, Thing = Water]: 30% <- intuitive. "Things seem
to be getting worse."
============ Scalar Constraint ==========
Fail [End Next Year, Thing = Water, Place = Eritrea]: 0%. "Not get worse."
=============== Targets ===================

Wish [Thing = Water, Time = Next Decade, Place = Africa]: <3% <- Pan African Council
Policy.

Goal [Time = After Five Years, Place = <our local community>, Thing = Water]: <5%.

If this seems unsatisfactory, then maybe I can find another, more specific, scale of measure?
Maybe use a ‘set’ of different Scales to express the measured concept better? See examples
below.
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Here is an example of a single more-specific Scale:

Scale: % change in water pollution degree as defined by UN Standard 1026.

Here is an example of some other and more-specific set of Scales for the ‘Environmentally
Friendly’ example. They are perhaps a complimentary set for expressing a complex
Environmentally Friendly idea.

Environmentally Friendly:

Ambition: A high degree of protection, compared to competitors, over the short-term and the
long-term, in near and remote environments for health and safety of living things, which does
not reduce the protection already present in nature.

---------- Some scales of measure candidates – they can be used as a complimentary set ---
Air: Scale: % of days annually when <air> is <fit for all humans to breath>.

Water: Scale: % change in water pollution degree as defined by UN Standard 1026.

Earth: Scale: Grams per kilo of toxic content .

Predators: Scale: Average number of <free-roaming predators> per square km, per day.

Animals: Scale:  % reduction of any defined [Living Creature] who has a defined [Area] as
their natural habitat.

Many different scales can be candidates to reflect changes in a single critical factor.

Environmentally Friendly is now defined as a ‘Complex Attribute,’ because it consists of a
number of ‘elementary’ attributes: {Air, Water, Earth, Predators, Animals}. A different scale of
measure now defines each of these elementary attributes. Using these Scales we can add
corresponding Meters, benchmarks, (like past) constraints (like Fail) and target levels (like
Goal) to describe exactly how Environmentally Friendly we want to be.

Level of Specification Detail

How much detail you need to specify, depends on what you want control over, and how much
effort it is worth. The basic paradigm of Planguage is you should only elect to do what pays off
for you. You should not build a more detailed specification than is meaningful in terms of your
project and economic environment. Planguage tries to give you sufficient power of articulation
to control both complex and simple problems. You need to scale up, or down, as appropriate.
This is done through common sense, intuition, experience and organizational standards
(reflecting experience). But, if in doubt, go into more detail. History says we have tended in the
past to specify too little detail about requirements. The result consequently has often been to
lose control, which costs a lot more than the extra investment in requirement specification.

Language Core: Scale Definition

This section discusses the specification of Scales with qualifiers.

The Central Role of a ‘Scale’ within Scalar Attribute Definition. The specified Scale of an
elementary scalar attribute is used (re-used!) within all the scalar parameter specifications of the
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attribute (that is, within all the benchmarks, the constraints and the targets). In other words, a
Scale parameter specification is the heart of a specification. Scale is essential to support all the
related scalar level parameters: for example Past, Record, Trend, Goal, Budget, Stretch, Wish,
Fail and Survival.

Each time a different scalar level parameter is specified, the Scale specification dictates what
has to be defined numerically and in terms of Scale Qualifiers (like ‘Staff = Nurse’). And then
later, each time a scalar level parameter definition is read, the Scale specification itself has to be
referenced to ‘interpret’ the meaning of the corresponding scale level specification. So the Scale
is truly central to a scalar definition. For example ‘Goal [Staff =  Nurse] 23%’ only has
meaning in the context of the corresponding scale: for example ‘Scale: % of defined [Staff]
attending the operation’, Well-defined scales of measure are well worth the small investment to
define them, to refine them, and to re-use them.

Specifying Scales using Qualifiers. The scalar attributes (performance and resource) are best
measured in terms of specific times, places and events. If we fail to do this, they lose meaning.
People wrongly guess other times, places and events than you intend, and cannot relate their
experiences and knowledge to your numbers. If we don't get more specific by using qualifiers,
then performance and resource continues to be a vague concept, and there is ambiguity (which
times? which places? which events?).

Further, it is important that the set of different performance and resource levels for different
specific time, places and events are identified. It is likely that the levels of the performance and
resource requirements will differ across the system depending on such things as time, location,
role and system component.

Decomposing complex performance and resource ideas, and finding market-segmenting
qualifiers for differing target levels is a key method of competing for business.

Here is some more detail about subjects shown above as examples.

Embedded Qualifiers within a Scale. A Scale specification can set up useful ‘scale qualifiers’
by declaring embedded scale qualifiers, using the format ‘defined [<qualifier>]’.

It can also declare default qualifier values that apply by default if not overridden, ‘defined
[<qualifier>: default: <User-defined Variable or numeric value>]’. For example, […default:
Novice].

Additional Qualifiers. However, embedded qualifiers should not stop you adding any other
useful additional qualifiers later, as needed, during scale related specification (such as Goal or
Meter). But, if you do find you are adding the same type of parameters in almost all related
specifications, then you might as well design the Scale to include those qualifiers. A Scale
should be built to ensure that it forces the user to define the critical information needed to
understand and control a critical performance or resource attribute. This implies that scale
qualifiers serve as a check list of good practice in defining scalar level specifications such as
Past and Goal.

Here is an example of how locally defined qualifiers (example in a Goal specification) can make
a quality specification more specific.  In this example we are going to see how a requirement
can be conditional upon an event. If the event is not true, the requirement does not apply.
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First, some basic definitions are required:

Assumption A: Basis [This Financial Year]: Norway is still not a full member of the European
Union.

EU Trade: Source: Euro Union Report "EU Trade in Decade 2000-2009".

Positive Trade Balance: State [Next Financial Year]: Norwegian Net Foreign Trade Balance
has Positive Total to Date.

The Planguage parameters {Basis, Source,  & State} are in bold text for readability of this
example.

Now we apply those definitions below:

Quality A:

Type: Quality Requirement.

Scale: % by value of Goods delivered that are returned for repair or replacement by consumers.

Meter  [Development]: Weekly samples of 10,
[Acceptance]: 30 day sampling at 10% of representative cases,
[Maintenance]: Daily sample of largest cost case.

Fail [European Union, Assumption A]:   40%     <- European Economic Members.

Goal [EU and EEU members, Positive Trade Balance]:   50%     <- EU Trade.

Some of the user-defined terms used here (like EU Trade) are more fully defined in the example
above this one.

The Fail and the Goal requirements are now defined partly with the help of qualifiers. The Goal
to achieve 50% (or more, is implied) is only a valid plan if ‘Positive Trade Balance’ is true. The
Fail level requirement of 40% (or worse, less, is implied) is only valid if ‘Assumption A’ is true.
All qualifier conditions must be true for the level to be valid.

Principles: Scale Specification

1. The Principle of ‘Defining a Scale of Measure’

If you can’t define a scale of measure, then the goal is out of control.

Specifying any critical variable starts with defining its units of measure.

2. The Principle of ‘Quantification being Mandatory for Control’

If you can’t quantify it, you can’t control it. (Paraphrasing a well known old saying)

If you cannot put numbers on your critical system variables, then you cannot expect to
communicate about them, or to control them.
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3. The Principle of ‘Scales should control the Stakeholder Requirements’

Don’t choose the easy Scale, choose the powerful Scale.

Select scales of measure that give you the most direct control over the critical stakeholder
requirements. Chose the Scales that lead to useful results.

4. The Principle of ‘Copycats Cumulate Wisdom’

Don’t reinvent Scales anew each time – store the wisdom of other Scales for reuse.

Most scales of measure you will need, will be found somewhere in the literature, or can be
adapted from existing literature.

5.The Cartesian Principle

Divide and conquer said René – put complexity at bay.

Most high-level performance attributes need decomposition into the list of sub-attributes that we
are actually referring to. This makes it much easier to define complex concepts, like ‘Usability’,
or ‘Adaptability,’ measurably.

6. The Principle of ‘Quantification is not Measurement’

You don’t have to measure in order to quantify!
There is an essential distinction between quantification and measurement.

Be clear about one thing. Quantification is not the same as Estimation and Measurement.

“I want to take a trip to the moon in nine picoseconds” is a clear requirement specification
without measurement.”

The well-known problems of measuring systems accurately are no excuse for avoiding
quantification – Quantification allows us to communicate about how good scalar attributes are
or can be – before we have any need to measure them in the new systems.

7. The Principle of 'Meters Matter'

Measurement methods give real world feedback about our ideas.

A ‘Meter’ definition determines the quality and cost of measurement on a scale; it needs to be
sufficient for control and for our purse.

8. The Principle of 'Horses for Courses'

(Horses’ for Courses is UK expression indicating something must be appropriate for use, fit for
purpose)

Different measuring processes will be necessary for different points in time, different events,
and different places. (There is no universal static scale of measure. You need to tailor them to
make them useful.)
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9. The Principle of ‘The Answer always being '42'

(Concept made famous in Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy.)

Exact numbers are ambiguous unless the units of measure are well-defined and agreed.

Formally-defined scales of measure avoid ambiguity. If you don’t define scales of measure well,
the requirement level might just as well be an arbitrary number.

10. The Principle of 'Being Sure About Results'

If you want to be sure of delivering the critical result – then quantify the requirement.

Critical requirements can hurt you if they go wrong – and you can always find a useful way to
quantify the notion of ‘going right; to help you avoid doing so.

Conclusions

This paper has tried to show the pragmatic detail available in Planguage for specification of
performance scales of measure; and for exploiting those scales of measure to define
benchmarks, targets and constraints. There is in fact much more language facility available in
Planguage as it is defined in the Competitive Engineering text to express concepts surrounding
quantified quality and other performance requirements and analytical specifications. We hope
this sample itself was useful to the reader, and that they are tempted to take the trouble to access
more of the language [CE].
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Scrum Roles - an Unsolvable Puzzle?

Anna Forss, TUI Nordic
http://annaforss.spaces.live.com/

When I became part of my first Scrum project, I tried reading and participating in the agile
community but found that as a “business person”, I was rather lonely. Scrum and software
development methodology is all too often seen as a problem for “the developers”.  I’m not a
coding person. And yet I develop software. Not by writing code, but by acting product owner in
my projects. To enable the successful Scrum project, we need to break down this wall between
developers and business folks. We business people must get involved, feel ownership and get
ourselves educated. If you want to feel that you’re in control of your Scrum project, get
educated and chances are that your view on the word control change in the process.

I sometimes hear that so many Scrum projects fail. That it’s so hard to implement Scrum. Is that
true, and if so; why?

It’s my belief that many problems lies in how the different roles are implemented; who is
selected to which role, how the roles interact and how people perceive their role (and other’s) in
a Scrum project.

For me Scrum is all about how you communicate. And which communication works if the
wrong people are discussing the wrong things in the wrong forum?  So, you need to get this
right to succeed. But what “right” is depends on your organization and the problem you need to
solve. This article is built on a number of questions which you need to ask yourself and the other
stakeholders in your organization. And you need to find your own answers. I hope I can give
you the basis for you to be able to answer these questions for your situation.

The questions are divided into two main chapters. In the first chapter, What is Scrum, I present
the basic roles and how they are connected. In the second chapter, But this really didn’t answer
my questions, I discuss a number of common questions, especially ones you might ask in an
enterprise environment.

What is Scrum?

In this chapter we answer the questions which needs to be answered before the Scrum project
begins; or at least very early into the project.

A successful Scrum project is much about understanding what Scrum is and what it’s not. As
Ken Schwaber puts it; Scrum does not bring out excellence, it exposes incompetence.

Much of the success lies in the selecting a product owner and a Scrum master. You can perhaps
succeed with a Scrum project with the wrong product owner, but I’ve never heard of such a
case. Quite the opposite; I have firsthand experience of a Scrum project which fell to pieces
within weeks of assigning an unsuitable product owner.

You can perhaps succeed with a less than suitable Scrum master, especially if there is a
seasoned Scrum team, but chances that a new Scrum team succeed with a non functional Scrum
master is probably slim.
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I don’t get wiser by reading on the Internet about Scrum, so what is it?

I’m just a business person and now they are talking about Scrum. I’ve tried to read on the
Internet what it I, but I’ve not made it through those long articles and I’m none the wiser.

To give you a short description, Scrum tries to answer the following questions:

• How to decide what to develop?

• Who decides what to build?

• How deliveries are presented?

• How team member keeps each other updated?

Scrum does not specify how you develop and if you look at the list above you can see that
Scrum specifies rules for communication during development.

This is the reason why Scrum is most often combined with a more detailed software
development methodology like Extreme Programming: since it does not help the developer
during the actual programming you might want to add other rules or methods

The Scrum process can be described as the following:

You take the highest prioritized requirements on a regular basis and during a meeting (called the
sprint planning meeting) specify which tasks are needed to fill the requirements. After this
meeting, during a time boxed period (called a sprint), the team finishes the tasks and keep each
other updated during daily 15 minutes meetings (called Daily Scrum). When the sprint comes to
the end, the team releases working software and present the result to the stakeholders during a
meeting (called the demo or sprint review).

Advertisement - Agile 2009 Conference - Click on ad to reach advertiser web site
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So, here are some principles

Sprint
planning
meeting

During the sprint planning meeting it is decided what is to be accomplished
during the sprint. The person who presents the options is the product owner.
During the sprint planning meeting, the team takes the highest prioritized
feature(s). The team commits to which objectives they are to meet during the
sprint. They should select the highest prioritized item(s).

Product owner
and product
backlog

The product owner has collected a list of the requirements of the system(s).
This list is prioritized so that each requirement has a unique priority. This
list is called a product backlog.

Sprint During the sprint, the objectives of the current sprint cannot change without
the product owner and the team members accept this. This means that the
product owner cannot add or change features without the team accepting the
consequences. The product owner can add and change details within the
scope of the feature.

Scrum master The principle is that the Scrum team works undisturbed by external
distractions during the sprint. They are self organizing in the sense that they
pick their own tasks. This does not mean that they cannot communicate with
others. Quite the opposite, team members are welcome to ask stakeholders
and users about details, usability and preferred behavior. But outsiders
should not themselves confront and disturb individual team members with
questions and input. Instead one person is selected to be the one to which an
outsider addresses questions. This person is called the Scrum master. The
Scrum master is the guardian of the process and protects the team from
distractions. The Scrum master does not say what people should do but
keeps taps on that things are done.

Suggested readings

• Scrum from the trenches, by Henrik Kniberg

• Agile Software development with Scrum, by Ken Schwaber

• Agile and iterative development, by Craig Larman

But what business is it of mine how Scrum works?

Scrum is a software development methodology, so why should business people like me get
educated about how Scrum works? Can’t I just give those code guys my list and let them work
that out?
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What you don’t understand, you can never control. What you cannot control, you cannot affect.
Scrum is about control, but not at a micro level but a strategic level. So, how about it? Do you
want to be the one who decides what gets done?

Not everyone involved will read a line of writing about agile or Scrum. Many won’t listen to the
podcasts which you recommend or take the classes you want them to. But everyone involved in
a Scrum project need to understand the basic principle. So, you must help them. Some will
never understand, some will understand but think the rules do not apply to them.

But besides this, you can offer a basic understanding of the process using a simple exercise.

Remember that this exercise is just one example. Depending on the participants, you can use
another example.

Start by saying that this is an example of how they can view a Scrum project from a situation,
well known to them. And the situation is that the wife comes in and says “We’re having a
party!”. What does this mean? Depending on who you are you will think different things when
you visualize what the party means. Alas, the need for a project vision. You then decide on a
product vision, for example that you’re having a family party at home, directed to your parents
and the kids in your family and you’re not having anything like the Christmas party.

You then move towards the other steps in the planning phase.

Advertisement - Agile 2009 Conference - Click on ad to reach advertiser web site
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Then, when this is done you can move to the actual project. You can say that there are five days
to the actual party. Consider what would happen if you made all the plans today and just expect
everything to be done on Friday. Therefore, you make every day a sprint. And this can
exemplify some of the issues on one of the sprint planning meetings:

On day two, you get together and see what will be done next. Getting the party hats proved easy
but buying the stuff for the case was not completed since the icing was not available at the store.
Can we do without the icing or will we remove something else? Doug bought the wrong type of
chicken, so here is the question if we should change recipes or if should take the time to go back
to the store.

You can discuss the importance of quality, of communication, the ease with which confusion is
built and how you can become agile.

The exercise probably takes about an hour and time for discussions afterwards is needed.
Scrum is a method which you can use to make clear the pulse which you have when you
develop. It also specifies the rules for who makes the decisions what is to be done and when
changes can be made. The principle is that the timeline is divided into time boxed sprints during
which you don’t change the priorities.

Try

• Enable that everyone involved can build an understanding of the general process, for
example using an exercise as described in this chapter.

• Have the knowledge exercise for managers for both team members and other stakeholders.
They will need an understanding of how their teams are affected.

Avoid

• Skipping daily Scrum, sprint planning meetings or sprint review, even if you don’t
understand why. At least in the beginning. When you’ve tried using the artifacts, you can
perhaps understand better the implications of including or not including.

• Having just one Scrum sponsor on the project. You need multiple people involved, and
multiple opinions on how Scrum is to be implemented. If only one person have knowledge
and an interest, this becomes an issue for this person

• Reading just one book on Scrum and agile. Different books have so different approach and
perspective.

Suggested readings

• Agile Estimating and planning, by Mike Cohn

Should I be the product owner?

What does it mean to be a product owner and who is the most suitable person? I’m the product
manager; doesn’t that automatically make me the product owner?

It has often been stated that the product owner is the most difficult role to fill and the single
most important reason for project failure.
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So who is the product owner? The product owner is

• the one person who ultimately decides what is on the product backlog and

• the one person who sets the priority of all the items on that list.

The product owner is responsible for making sure that all the items on the product backlog can
be understood by the team and all the stakeholders. The team needs to know what is to be built
and the stakeholders must know where on the list their “stuff” can be found.

The product owner needs to take responsibility for the priority. All the items have their own
priority and it’s important that you get the most value for the least cost. It is all about
understanding all the requirements. This to understand

• how important an item is

• the difficulty of each item

• the dependencies between items

The product owner needs to be able to explain the needs and requirements to the developer and
must be able to give answers to their questions about details. This does not mean that they need
to know everything but a good product owner knows who knows.

The product owner needs to be able to make decisions on the spot if this is necessary. And a
product owner needs to take responsibility for these decisions.

The product owner should also give some fire and emotions to the team – to make them want to
build the stuff!

The product owner should not prioritize the things he likes or which he can benefit from: a
product owner must look at the whole picture and all stakeholders and be able to know which
brings the most business value to the product.

Perhaps the biggest challenges in the Product Owner role just come from the fact that the many
different interest and stakeholders are concentrated into a single role. This is of course not
impossible, but challenging! If you are going to act as a product owner, prepare to be involved
in conflicts. There is a good chance you’ll be in the middle of lots of conflicts.

Try

• Time box everything from meetings to sprints. When people know the time frames, they
most often work more effectively.

• Enable that stakeholders can build an understanding of the general process.

• Have an open product backlog. Let stakeholders and team members have access to the
current backlog so they can find out priorities for themselves. This does not mean that
people besides you should edit the product backlog but making the information available
takes off the burden off information from you.

• Have a product backlog which you keep updated. That means that you should use a format
and detail level which you can handle.

• Having an open time or list for input to the product backlog. Sometimes people don’t have
time or the knowledge how to post a real change request, bug or something like that. By
answering any question within a week you get people to give input which can be very
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useful, you learn a lot and people get confident in you and the process when they feel that
they are heard.

• Estimation poker for business value. Take the stakeholders and give them a list of items. Let
them set a value of the relative business value for each item. Gives room for discussions and
builds understanding for how planning poker works during time estimations.

Avoid

• Thinking that you don’t have time for being involved in daily routines or skipping sprint
review meetings or sprint starts. If you don’t have the time, you are not the right person and
someone else will make the decisions.

• If the meeting time is up: call for another meeting and ask yourself why you couldn’t stick to
the deadline

• Not making time for real customers. Take the time, but value it against the chance of
missing out on important decisions in the team room. This means that if a meeting with the
customer is about how to solve an important need which can be accomplished by the product
it’s all go. But if the meeting is about general customer care, leave that to the sales people. If
your most important task is to participate in general customer meetings, the role should be
casted with someone else. If you have a lot of customer knowledge, you will be an important
and powerful stakeholder.  You will probably have more of a saying if you leave the product
owner role to someone else.

• Reading just one book on Scrum and agile. Different books have so different approach and
perspective.

• Skipping the product backlog. Good product owners have product backlogs. A product
backlog is about having a clear and open strategy for the product. Yes, the product backlog
can change, but if you don’t have a product backlog you and others might not know when
things change.

• Having unclear rules for prioritization. Don’t just let the guy with the highest salary get his
stuff on top of the list but use business value and cost result in a priority

• Skipping calculations of velocity. If you don’t calculate velocity, you don’t know the speed
and you cannot give estimations when a stakeholder can start to hope for a wanted feature.
By including estimations on an open product backlog and sharing the current velocity, you
can avoid a lot of questions concerning “when will I get this”.

Suggested readings

• Agile Estimating and planning, by Mike Cohn

• User stories applied, by Mike Cohn

• Confessions of a serial product owner, by Anna Forss

Should I be the Scrum master?

Scrum master, that’s the Scrum term for project manager? Or is the Scrum master the most
senior developer?

The Scrum master is not the team member who does the most work. It’s the person who can
inspire everyone to do the right job. It’s the person who can communicate to both team members
and stakeholders. As with the product owner, the communicative skills are crucial.
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The Scrum master should also be the kind of person who has a good “feeling” for how the status
is; without having to look at dashboards and backlogs. He should be able to know how things
are going.

The Scrum master needs also to be a person who can say yes and no. He is the person who takes
responsibility when it comes to delivery and inspires the team to deliver expected value in the
form of working software. All team members should feel a sense of responsibility but the Scrum
master is responsible.

A Scrum master should not see his role as full time: the best implemented Scrum needs the least
of its Scrum master.  This means that the Scrum master will probably have to put in a lot of
work in the beginning of a Scrum project but this should be a task with declining size. A
maximum of one hour a day should be spent and most of that time should be spent on
communicating verbally.

Try

• Leave the everyday leading to the team. You don’t manage the team in your role as a
product owner. If you think people are doing the wrong stuff or stuff wrong, bring it up with
the Scrum master.

• Question if a Scrum master who after a couple of sprints work the tasks of a Scrum master.
Either this is not a good Scrum master or there are other issues which must be resolved in
the team.

• Pointing at the former project manager and without discussion deciding that this person is
now the Scrum master. Instead, read about the traits and select the most suitable person.

Avoid

• Micro management.

Suggested readings

• Scrum from the trenches, by Henrik Kniberg

But this did not really answer my questions…

How do the Scrum master and the product owner work together?

It is often said that the Scrum master role and the product owner role are so important. How
does the interaction between the Scrum master and product owner work?

The best product owner and the best Scrum master both work for the same objective: to enable
the team to deliver the most business value to the product and the users. But the tools used are
not the same. The product owner represents the customer and makes sure that the team can get a
feeling for what the users need. To achieve this, the product owner keeps a product backlog and
participates in daily work to be able to answer questions.

The Scrum master on his hand makes sure that the contract is kept. He’s the speaking partner for
the team but also keeps an eye on the progress so that the product increment really becomes
delivered.

In the best implementation of Scrum, the product owner and the Scrum master have a big trust
in each other. And the trust is nurtured. The Scrum master does not have to worry about the
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product owner having made his priorities or being part of the daily work. The product owner
does not have to worry about the team doing the right stuff or that impediments are not handled.
But the trust must also be in the other’s decision and recommendation. If the Scrum master tells
the product owner that a bug cannot be fixed during the sprint, the Scrum master must be
trustworthy in that recommendation and the product owner must respect that statement.

The communication between the Scrum master and product owner can work as the glue which
binds the business and the team together.

A big risk if the product owner and the Scrum master do not view their work as glue but as a
wall: when they control the communication and/or hide things from the team or the business
people. This calls for an example.

Scenario A: A customer reports a bug. The product owner talks to the Scrum master who says
that the bug cannot be fixed in the sprint so it should be done in an upcoming sprint. The
product owner registers the bug on the product backlog, which is open for anyone to see. A
developer hears something about a bug and asks the product owner what it’s all about (or checks
in the product backlog). The developer learns what there is to know about the bug. The
developer does not fix the bug.

Scenario B: A customer reports a bug. The product owner talks to the Scrum master who says
that the bug cannot be fixed in the sprint so it should be done in an upcoming sprint. The
product owner keeps the bug on his private list, so that it doesn’t become such an issue. A
developer hears about the bug but when he asks about it, the Scrum master says it’s no deal and
that it’s nothing he should bother about now since it will be fixed later. The developer does not
fix the bug.

In none of the cases, the bug was fixed in the sprint, so what was the main difference?  Scenario
A was built on trust, scenario B on mistrust. What happens in a Scenario B environment is that
the developers feel that they are not trusted with information. And if they are not trusted with
information, how can they be trusted with the code? It is one thing to force information down
someone’s throat, another to make available.

Try

• Trusting others
Avoid

• Thinking that you can hide information.

Suggested readings

• The five disfunctions of a team, by Patrick Lencioni

Can I combine the Scrum master and product owner roles?

I think that product owner and Scrum master seem to be the same thing and doesn’t it make it
very complicated to assign different people? Can’t I just keep both roles and be in charge of
everything?

If you view these roles as roles, then they can be combined. But it’s not for all to combine roles.
A person who combines roles needs to be able to make clear when he’s playing a certain role so
that everyone else knows if it’s the product owner or the Scrum master who is talking.
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There is also a risk when you combine the product owner role and the Scrum master role: you
get a project manager who takes all responsibility and both think and is perceived as the “boss”.
It is good to take responsibility but this can lessen the others sense of responsibility. To
summarize, it’s best to keep the roles separate.

Try

• Keep the roles separate. Even if you are both Scrum master and team member, use some
method for making clear when you have a specific role. For example, have different e-mail
addresses.

Avoid

• Combined Scrum master and product owner.

• Seeing the product owner and the Scrum master as the most powerful and having managers
take these roles without them having the time or the right sentiment for the tasks.

Does Scrum mean that business people can’t talk directly to the developers?

Doesn’t Scrum state that all communication goes to and from the team via the Scrum master
and the product owner? Is that really effective?

The product owner gathers and prioritizes the requirements from all the stakeholders. The
Scrum master protects and motivates the team to complete the tasks and by doing so, he has a
close dialog with the product owner.

But this does not mean that team members should not communicate directly with stakeholders!
Encourage team members turning to real customers and users to get input. You have a problem
if the stakeholders turn directly to the developers and get their stuff fixed at the expense of other
things.

If requirements are changed the product owner must make the final decision and the team
should all be in on the changes. The Scrum master is the team representative in these
discussions and if he’s not up for a change, the rest of the team should not be involved. If the
Scrum master thinks it’s an issue worth bringing up to the team, he takes responsibility for the
effect of the diversion.

Try

• Make everyone involved (stakeholders and team members) understand that decisions
concerning what should be accomplished are always made by product owner

• Being a good example and put up everything on the product backlog. If you cut corners for
what is considered your items anyone can lose belief in the process.

• Reevaluate the roles and how they work. Have an open mind to all the roles. Perhaps you are
not the best product owner, even if you have all the traits needed?

Avoid

• Controlling communication. You don’t want to stop the business people from talking to the
developers.

• Sticking roles to individuals. See the roles as just roles. The responsibility is individual but
only when that person is casted in that role. Things must work even if a person is on
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vacation or sick. Have plans for these scenarios and let other take the role when this occurs.
Superman does not work on your team, or?

• If you get a problem with stakeholders “placing orders” directly to developers, talk to them
and explain why this is sub optimizing. Perhaps you need to change how input to the product
backlog can be done and people feel that “this is the only way to get things done”.

How can I control the team members?

How can I as the product owner contribute to making a team member a part of a successful
team?

The team members of a Scrum team should be able to take a high prioritized task from the sprint
backlog and complete it. He should ask for help when he gets stuck and reports on his progress.
A team member is active during formal and informal meetings so he keeps himself updated.

A team member focuses on the team result, not the individual result. This means that he takes
pride in his job but he’s even more pride of the team effort. This means that he’s not the guy
who just grabs the fun tasks and ignores helping others. He the guy who drops his task if he’s
working on a low priority task and someone is stuck on something with a higher priority.

To help a team member become this excellent team player and developer you need to be around
and help him evolve. This means less of micro management, and more leadership. You need to
educate the team member about the domain and give feedback.

Try

• Get the team members to understand why you’re doing something. Don’t just give
statements: ask questions back. If a team member asks if A or B is to be implemented, ask
him what he thinks. You might learn things that make you make a better decision. You also
learn about how he perceives the problem.

• Ask the difficult questions too! Don’t be afraid to ask how things are tested, what the code
coverage is and how things are documented? Will this work with 200 users? If you don’t ask
these questions and gives thumbs up just based on visual things on a screen, you’re saying
that those things don’t matter.

• Invite team members to meet with real users. If a user comes and visit the plant, let the
developers meet this person. Set off just an hour to let the customer share his views and for
the developers to ask questions. This is often really appreciated.

• Let the Scrum team decide on the sprint length. Just state how often you expect a public
release and let them decide if the time between public releases is divided into separate
sprints

Avoid

• Rewarding individual achievements over group achievements. It’s very easy to give
gratifications to an individual without considering the whole picture.

• Ignoring when a team member does not meet the team criteria. Yes, this is a team question,
but you can have requirements on the team member achievements as well. If someone’s lack
of competence, interest or devotion cost you in lost velocity, bring it up with the Scrum
master.
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What if I’m really the only suitable product owner, but I don’t have the time to around all
the time?

But I don’t have the time to be with the developers! I can perhaps squeeze in an hour every
month. But I know everything, so I better keep that product owner role and assign a proxy?

A term often used in Scrum implementation is product owner proxy. Most of the times I’ve seen
this is when the product owner is inactive and the Scrum master takes on his role as well and
calls himself product owner proxy.

This is worthless. A role is a personal responsibility and by saying someone is a proxy: who is
responsible? In most cases this will result in no one feeling really responsible.

Think of a Broadway play. When one of the actors is sick a replacement is called in. Someone
else plays the part. Someone else is responsible for playing that role. That’s not a proxy, that’s a
replacement.

If a product owner is not part of the development, the product owner needs to be replaced. A
product owner needs to be around and needs to communicate with the team members and
stakeholders. A good product owner should of course have routines for involving managers and
others so they are “in” on the priorities. Someone always makes the decisions. And chances are
that whoever is present makes a decision, even if he’s not aware of it.

Try

• Be available as much as you can. Make the product owner tasks priority or skip the tasks.

Avoid

• Thinking that YOU are the only one. If you think that you can give the best input, is there
someone else to whom you can channel this information but can make the daily decisions.

• Having one point of failure in the product owner role. If you get sick, someone needs to be
able to work this part. And product owners should also go on holidays.

I’m working in the enterprise, does Scrum really work here?

When I read about Scrum there are always these small teams and products. But we have 30
developers and a big product so then I should stay product owner and assign a number of
proxies, or?

In large software developments for large organizations, a single product owner may not be
realistic. Because a smooth flow in the Scrum process puts demands on the product owner to the
readily available for detailed questions on the prioritized issues, a single person may not be able
to be all this for a large system at once.

In this case it’s common to run multiple Scrum teams each concentrating on certain parts of the
system, where a Chief Product Owner for some large organizations fills the role of being the
single source of high-level prioritization and strategic decision making. Your own
organization’s size, decision-making culture and readiness for Scrum should guide you in
choosing the right blend for you.

It is important to clarify where one product owner’s responsibility starts and ends in these
situations. One example is that the chief product owner is not responsible during
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implementation phases. It can also be a good idea to have a separate title for the chief product
owner.

Try

• Discuss different solution for the scaling of product ownership and just not jump to one
solution.

Example of a scaling of the product owner role in a company with an Office product suite
including three application where each application has its own product owner, under each there
are different product owners for the different features. Observe that this can lead to very
different solutions for tables in the different applications.

Example of a scaling of the product owner role in a company with an Office product suite
including three programs where each feature has its own product owner and the lowest level is
responsible for the implementation in a specific application. This can lead to no one taking
responsibility for one application

Am I part of the Scrum team?

I’m the product owner, but does this make me part of the team or am I an outsider. For
example, should I talk during Daily Stand-ups?

Why view the product owner as part of the team

Answering questions concerning the stories and requirements are part of the sprint and those
tasks should be a part of the work.

If the product owner does not see himself as part of the team, he will not participate in team
activities as daily Scrum, etc, and will therefore not be an active part of the daily life. Which
result in developers making decisions since the right person is not available to answer the
questions.
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Why not view the product owner as part of the team

To be able to make priorities, the product owner must be out with customers and users. He
therefore does not have time to be available on site and in the daily activities
If the product owner is there constantly, he will micro manage the developers

I've not covered all the arguments in these views, but I think that this catches a bit of the
problem: to be able to make the right decisions, the product owner must spend his time outside
the team room but to make the decisions come true he must be on site so that the developers
don't make daily decisions which contradicts the objectives.

So, how do I think you should solve this? For myself, I solve the problem with sore arms. What?
Well, we have three floors and on each floor we have these heavy doors. So, I try to move
between the floors as much as I possibly can during the day. I come to the developer's room
every day, to chat, to look on progress and if it's possible: I try to help out with whatever I can.
It can be arranging a meeting with a technical guru from a supplier; it can be testing, fixing with
the Scrum dashboard or just hang out with the guys. I want the Scrum team to view me as part
of the crew. A part of the Scrum team.

And it's the same with our users and customers: I try to take part of their everyday activities.
Just listen in on their discussions, frustration and happiness. To help out in their daily work
when it's possible. Help out with small tasks, find out what is possible to accomplish, formulate
a change request or something like that. To make the business people understand that I'm part of
their team as well.

And what a joy it is to transfer experiences between these groups! How rewarding it is for a
developer to learn that Robert can work more effective now with the new release. And how
rewarding it is for a user to hear that Lisa could fix that problem so easily thanks to that really
good formulated change request.

So, my answer to the question is yes and no. You should as a product owner have the mindset
that you're always part of the team. But you work on all the teams.

So, what do I cut? I try to work my own product backlog and try to do what brings the most
business value to the product: in this case my work. Which means that what is most often cut is
those long off site meetings which are probably very nice but which in reality brings very little
value to my actual work. Which is to make sure that we do the right stuff in our projects. This
can also mean that I don't participate in whole meetings. People don't have a problem if I from
the beginning say that I actually don't have the time but I can be there for 30 minutes or an hour.
OK, I probably miss out a lot of nice trips and lunches but what is that really worth. Really?

Try

• Take on items on the product backlog.

Avoid

• Take on items on the backlog and don’t fix them.

What happened to the project manager?

But I’m the project manager, what happens to me?
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What are the objectives of a project manager and which ones of these tasks bring real value to
the people, the process and the product? If you read this article and other texts about Scrum, you
can see that a lot of the tasks are divided between the Scrum master and the product owner.
Some of the tasks are removed all together and some are handed over to the team.

A project manager can be an excellent product owner or the best of Scrum masters. But a project
manager can also be a terrible product owner or a lousy Scrum master. In other words, don’t
move the project manager over to one of these roles without considering if this is the best
solution. Look at the person’s traits and the traits of the roles. If you have a match, go ahead. If
they don’t, choose another solution.

An indication if someone is not suitable at all is if they want to combine Scrum master and
product owner or if they feel like their task is to “have control”. Scrum is trust based, not control
based.

Sometimes you need more of the traditional project manager skills. This is most common in an
enterprise environment where there are a lot of Scrum teams which are interdependent. A
project manager can be the Scrum master of the scrums of Scrum. But this is a tricky position
and should be held by a seasoned Scrum master. The Scrum master of the scrums of scrums
should not be the one lacking an understanding of Scrum principles but the one who embraces
these and can combine this with an enterprise perspective.

Try

• To delete the project manager’s role from the organizational chart

• Use Scrum of scrums in an enterprise environment. This calls for more traits than the
ordinary Scrum master.

Avoid

• Placing the project manager by default as Scrum master or product owner

• Placing the project manager who does not embrace the Scrum principles as Scrum master for
Scrum of scrums.

Conclusions

Be a good guy. Have fun, empower others and help in making your team the most successful.
And go home when the normal office day is over.

Suggested reading

General books - it’s really worth reading them…

The five disfunctions of a team, by Patrick Lencioni
To be able to have a successful project, you need a successful team. This is an example of a
book which covers the making of a successful team. There are other books which covers about
the same theories, but many agile writers refers to this one.

Scrum from the trenches, by Henrik Kniberg
A very concrete book, which you can download for free from Info-Q or purchase for a small
amount. Easy reading and a good view from a developer’s point of view.
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Agile Software development with Scrum, by Ken Schwaber
A classic on Scrum as a methodology. Can be a bit abstract and is best read one chapter at the
time, when you want to read more on a subject.

Agile and iterative development, by Craig Larman
If you want to know how Scrum works in relations to other agile methodologies, this is a book
for you. The first book on agile software development I ever read, and I’ve read it again.

Agile Estimating and planning, by Mike Cohn
My bible as a product owner. Read the whole book and be sure to re-read the chapters that you
are most interested in.

User stories applied, by Mike Cohn
If you want to learn how to use the user story format to make a successful project, this is a good
book to keep in your book shelf.

Confessions of a serial product owner, by Anna Forss
My collected thoughts on working as a product owner. Can be downloaded for free from
DevAgile.com : http://www.devagile.com/modules/news/article.php?storyid=346

Scrum Product Ownership – balancing value from the inside out, by Bob Galen
Where I cover many subjects very briefly, Galen goes into detail. This is a great book for
keeping references and understanding the core of Scrum product ownership.

Online Articles

I update my Delicious links almost daily. Here are some of my tags:

http://delicious.com/peters_mommy/productowner
Articles specifically on product ownership

http://delicious.com/peters_mommy/scrum
Scrum in general

http://delicious.com/peters_mommy/methodology
Different methods for agile software development

http://delicious.com/peters_mommy/metrics
Mary Poppendieck says “You get what you measure”, so I always try to get updated on good
and bad metrics

You can of course subscribe to newsletters
http://www.methodsandtools.com/
http://www.infoq.com/

Blogs
My blog: http://annaforss.spaces.live.com/

If you are short on time, subscribe to one or two news aggregators, for example
http://www.theagilenews.com/
http://www.scrumplanet.com/aggregator

http://annaforss.spaces.live.com/
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TDD - FDD - BDD… Why not PDD?

Gertrud Bjørnvig, gertrud@gertrudandcope.com
http://www.gertrudandcope.com-a.googlepages.com/

Introduction

This is a story about snakes – especially Agile snakes, and they are all good. No evil snakes
here. If you get confused during the reading you can look for help in the section “Hints for the
reader” at the end. If you are still confused you can dig into some of the links in the last section:
“Story inspired by”. If that doesn’t help, try something else. After all, I trust you to be a smart,
and agile, human being. Enjoy the story!

Snake Farms

Once upon a time in America there was a happy Smalltalk programmer – let us call him
Kentaur. One day Kentaur didn’t feel as happy as he used to. A little snake, let us call her
Tessie, had entered his paradise. Tessie wanted things to work her way; she introduced many
changes that Kentaur felt were unpredictable, false, and beyond his control. It wasn’t that
Kentaur was afraid of snakes; actually he wanted snakes in his paradise—just as long as they
were snakes that he could control. So he pushed Tessie out of his paradise and invited a
chameleon snake, Ted, in instead. Ted has this nice ability to change from red to green
depending on Kentaur’s actions – actions under Kentaur’s control. Now Kentaur built a
chameleon snake farm, so other programmers like him could enjoy playing with the red-green
snakes. It become a whole movement to have a Ted Unit – even the schools for new
programmers got a unit of Ted snakes, and it became a fad to be “Ted infected”. The
measurement of success was easy: if your Ted was green at the end of the day, you have done
well - if it was red, you had failed.

While Kentaur belonged to the Smalltalkers tribe, a couple of other guys, we can call them Luck
and Code, mainly belonged to the Modelers tribe. What Kentaur and Luck and Code had in
common was their love of Objects and of colors, and an inclination for three letters
abbreviations consisting of consonants and ending on “DD” where the first D is “Driven” and
the second is “Development”. Kentaur wanted to honor Ted so he called his snake approach
TDD. Luck and Code had a different snake farm where each snake only could have one color,
but they had many snakes, each of its own color, that they could use when they built their
models.  Luck and Code mainly used their snakes themselves. Even within their tribe they didn’t
have the same success with their many snakes in different colors that Kentaur had with his red-
green Ted snakes. Maybe it was because Luck and Code actually were more concerned about
the features of their models than the colors. The models were a means to build nice features for
other tribes in the world. So Luck and Code also tried to create a snake – Fred – that could carry
features for them from beginning to end. To distinguish the feature snakes from the model
snakes, each single Fred snake had many colors, so the feature could move from color to color
depending on its stage from idea to release.

What they probably didn’t know while they were busy with their snake farms was that Kentaur,
Luck and Code were not only introducing three-letter abbreviations, they were also, together
with a lot of other snake farmers, unwittingly laying the cornerstones for a new tribe: the
“Agile” tribe. The Agile tribe went beyond snakes (though some would say that a lot of snake
oil has found its way into the agile stream) to extreme sport. Some Agile tribe members just
viewed programming as a sport, and others just loved to Sprint. Kentaur took Ted into his new
farm of Extreme snakes, and called him Ted-the-First. The Extreme snakes became very popular

http://www.gertrudandcope.com-a.googlepages.com/
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in the Agile tribe - most of all Ted! So Kentaur started doting more and more on Ted. Now Ted
was not only the first, he was the driver. In another farm they liked sport – especially Rugby.
They refined the Scrum part of Rugby so no snakes could do it better than them. For a short
while the extreme snakes came together with the sport snakes – and that became an extreme
sport. In the mean time a third three letter abbreviation was on its way into the Agile tribe:
BDD.

BDD didn’t come from America, but from the North; let us say it came with the North Wind.
The North Wind was a member of the Agile tribe and used to have a Ted snake. But instead of
the joyful play claimed by most Ted snake users, the North Wind felt that his snake just led him
into one blind alley after another. The North Wind didn’t blame the snake itself; he really liked
the red-green colors. It was the snake’s lack of behavior that worried him. “Behave yourself” the
North Wind blew on the snake. But it didn’t help. He simply needed another breed of snake that
could learn more advanced behavioral patterns. So the North Wind visited a lot of snake farms,
not only the farms belonging to member of the Agile tribe, but also farms from older tribes.
When he visited the Modeler tribe his attention first went to the colorful snakes at the Luck and
Code farm, but they really didn’t show any interesting behavior; they could only form nice
figures.

The North Wind blew into a hidden corner of the forest and found an almost forgotten snake
farm. He got excited. The snakes were demonstrating all kinds of behavior. They could act like
wheels, or ropes, or chains. They could climb, jump, and crawl. And they could do all of these
in many different ways depending on whether they were a jumper or a rope simulator. The
North Wind looked for the owner of the snake farm. Finally he found an old gentleman that
welcomed him:
“Nice with a fresh breath from the North. I am a Nordic man myself”.

“How come that these wonderful snakes are hidden away like this?” the North Wind asked.
“The modern tribes see them as old fashioned and too cumbersome to train. It takes time to get a
good snake, and the Agile tribes don’t have time. They want it easy and colorful, though I found
my snakes much more agile than the colored ones with simple behavior that are so popular” the
old man replied in perfect Volvo English.

“What do you call your snakes?” asked the North Wind.

“I call them användarfall” said the Nordic man.

“Maybe they just need a better name,” the North Wind thought.

He brought along a nice selection of the användarfall snakes to the Island where he lived. First
he mixed them with the Ted snakes. The North Wind succeeded getting a bit more behavior to
the Ted snakes while keeping their red-green ability. Then he went to yet another Agile snake
farm. They called their snakes Story Tellers. “A behavioral red-green snake that can tell stories.
I can only win!” the North Wind thought while he was shopping for Story Teller snakes. The
best thing about the Story Teller snakes were their name, and that they were very easy and
handy to keep. Together with the fact that very few people knew what they were supposed to
look like, and nobody really expected them to tell stories, the North Wind could just take the
ones that he liked best, and bred them with his red-green behavioral snake. Bob was born.

Snake Gathering

The rumors went from farm to farm and from snake to snake: A snake gathering is coming up!
An event where there will be no human beings, and only the smartest snakes with most courage
would show up. The meeting would take place in the old forgotten ruins on the holy mountain.
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They came from all directions to meet – with no plan, and with no leader. All sizes, all colors,
and from different tribes, but only one snake of each kind had been able to get away.

The snakes from the Agile tribe came first, and they referred to the old rituals of snake
gatherings: to utter one’s name, a statement, and tribe. A big green snake began the
introduction:

“My name is Ted. We drive development with automated tests, a style of development called
Test-Driven Development (TDD). I am a member of the Agile tribe”

A strange looking snake in many colors was next:

“My name is Fred. Feature Driven Development (FDD) is an iterative and incremental software
development process. I am a member of the Agile tribe”

A smaller green snake that has a restless behavior came last:

“My name is Bob. It is all behavior. I am a member of the Agile tribe, too”

A big black snake came into the circle:

“My name is Mu. I believe that mice taste good. I am a member of the black snake tribe. I don’t
understand a word of what you’re talking about. Please show me”.

Mu referred to another old rule of snake gatherings: if a statement wasn’t clear the presenter had
to show an example.

Ted

Ted turned red and made some hissy flute sounds; three long, and three short. A host of small
red earthworms appeared on the ground. They begin to form a complicated pattern:

public static Test suite() {
    TestSuite suite= new TestSuite();
    suite.addTest(new MoneyTest("testMoneyEquals"));
    suite.addTest(new MoneyTest("testBagEquals"));
    suite.addTest(new MoneyTest("testSimpleAdd"));
    suite.addTest(new MoneyTest("testMixedSimpleAdd"));
    suite.addTest(new MoneyTest("testBagSimpleAdd"));
    suite.addTest(new MoneyTest("testSimpleBagAdd"));
    suite.addTest(new MoneyTest("testBagBagAdd"));
    return suite;
 }

“Your worms are red like yourself?” Mu said.

“Yes, they will turn green when they run over the right code” Ted replied.

“Can you turn green too?” Mu asked.

“Oh no, I thought I was green now! Am I still red?” Ted cried, “So you still don’t understand
my statement?”

“No, I am sorry, I don’t. But it is very difficult to understand other tribes’ beliefs,” Mu tried to
say in a comforting manner. “Let us see if I can understand Fred better”.

Fred

“RED, YELLOW, GREEN, Perform traffic light!” Fred commanded to three colored snakes.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iterative_and_incremental_development
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_development_process
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_development_process
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“Hi, stop!” Mu said, “They haven’t introduced themselves” referring to another rule of the
gatherings; all snakes must introduce themselves.

“My name is RED. We need a Unified Modeling Language (UML). I belong to the Modeler
tribe.”

“My name is YELLOW.  Modeling in color is good. I belong to the Modeler tribe.”

“My name is GREEN. Modeling in color with UML is best. I belong to the Modeler tribe, too.”

“And now traffic light” Fred said “GREEN, iteration one!”

GREEN bit himself in his tail and raised himself up from the ground in the form of a green ring.

“YELLOW, iteration two”, Fred cried. YELLOW turned into a yellow ring, and jumped up on
top of GREEN. At last RED jumped on top of YELLOW, and Fred explained:

“Iterations are like repeating actions in circles so you can build something useful in an
incremental way. RED, YELLOW, and GREEN just used three iterations to incrementally build
a traffic light.”

“Well, I can also change form”, Mu said, and turned himself into a big ?.

“Very funny…” Fred was insulted. “Can’t you see? A traffic light is an important feature for car
traffic. And a feature is described in the form <action> the <result> <by|for|of|to> a(n) <object>.
So what you just saw was Perform the traffic light of three colored rings.”

”And what you saw was Perform the question mark of a black snake” Mu replied. Fred gave up.

Bob

”Bob?” Mu said, trying to sound encouraging.

”Are there any Story Teller snakes around?” Bob asked.

A grey snake with yellow neon spots came out of the dark: ”As a Story Teller snake I want
Index Cards so that I can write stories on them”.

”I guess that was a statement. Name and tribe?” Mu asked.

”As a Story Teller snake I want a name so that I can introduce myself”, the neon spot snake
replied.

”I am sorry, but the Story Teller snakes don’t have any names. There are too many of them. We
can call him Spot” Bob suggested.

”As Spot I want membership in the Agile tribe so I can belong”, Spot said.

"Those kind of Story Teller snakes can express themselves in only one form," Bob apologized.
"But you can consider them to belong to the Agile tribe."

”Spot, maybe you have a good traffic light story”, Mu tried to help Bob out.

”As a pedestrian I want a traffic light so that I can cross the road without being hit by a car”,
Spot chanted. ”That’s the most exciting story I have heard in months”, Mu mumbled ironically.
”It is all about behavior, was your statement, Bob, right? So where’s the behavior?” Mu tried to
get a bit more action out of the situation.

”For the behavior part I need help from another snake”, Bob said. ”Any test scenario snakes
hiding here?” A little anonymous snake glided silently into the circle: ”Given my name is Sean
and I am among Agile snakes, when I introduce myself I say Agile is great and tell that I belong
to the Agile tribe”.
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”Thanks Sean. Can you give us a example scenario for the traffic light, please?” Bob knew that
test scenario snakes could be sarcastic, so he tried to be polite.

”Given the traffic light is green, when I cross the road, then I do not end up flat as a long
pancake” Sean replied with a little smile. ”Finally a snake with a bit of personality,” Mu
thought, wondering if there were are any other around that could contribute to the party.

Rex, Dennis, DAD, Dory, Mary, Peter, Bobby, Rick, Rebekka, and Christian

”Who else do we have out there?” Mu called. They came from all directions, not two of them
looked alike and they begin to introduce themselves:

”I am Rex. Requirements are king. I belong to the Requirement Management tribe, and we
believe in RDD.”

”My name is Dennis. You cannot do without Data. I belong to the Database tribe, and we
believe in DDD”.

”My name is DAD. Dennis is a fake snake – and real DDD is fun. We believe in Data Driven
Development, and I belong to the game tribe”. The introduction came from a good-sized snake
decorated as one big storyboard. The other snakes flocked around DAD to read him better, so
they didn’t noticed the other little grey snake coming in from the dark:

”My name is Dory. Dennis is right; data is more stable than functions. I belong to the OO tribe
where we are very few left that believe in DDD.

”I am Mary. The Model is the system. I am affiliated with the Modeler tribe, and we believe in
MDD.”

”My name is Peter. Prototyping is the only way. I belong to an ancient tribe: The Prototype
tribe, and we believe in PDD.”

”My name is Bobby. Business drives everything. I belong to the RUP (don’t ask!) tribe and we
now believe in BDD (please don’t confuse me with Bob and Behavior - though we once upon a
time believed in a Use Case driven approach!)”

”I am Rick. It is all about controlling risks. I belong to the Project Management tribe, and we
believe in RDD.”

“I am Rebekka. Responsibility is the key. Like Dory, I belong to the OO tribe, and I believe in
Responsibility-Driven Design”.

“Why don’t you say RDD like Rick and Rex do?” Mu asked

“Given Rebekka said RDD, when I test it, then Rain Drop Design should be false”, Sean was on
the scene again.

“Yes, and Role-Driven Development should make me red”, Ted tried to get back into the circle.
So did Spot: “As a Role, I want Drive so I can Develop”.

Mu ignored Spot and asked Ted: “Why do you call it Test-Driven Development and not Test-
Driven Design?” Ted first turned red, and then green: “It is true that Test-Driven Design would
have been more correct. We didn’t define tests first for the concept. It could have helped us to
know whether TDD should be a strategy for testing or for designing or for
development. Actually we never tested it before it was launched.”

Mu got bored, and his attention went to an elegant light blue snake with a black head that lied
on a big rock outside the circle of snakes. “Welcome to this gathering” Mu said, “You look
different. Who are you?”
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My name is Christian. Poor people are assets and partners in the development process. We
believe in Community-driven development (CDD). I am a member of the World Bank tribe -
and I don’t think my tribe belong to this gathering.”

”But you are the first snake to mention People” Mu exclaimed, ”Why doesn’t anybody else
mention People? After all, it isn’t Snake Driven Development (SDD), but People Driven
Development, right?”

”I like the power it gives us” Rick said ”and People Driven Development would require that the
People take responsibility themselves. Now they can blame us when things go wrong”.

”And PDD is already taken by us”, Peter said.

“Given PDD means People Driven Development, when Prototype-Driven Development is
entered, then Bob turns red” Sean couldn’t help to come back.

Bob did turn red, but took the chance to get the last word: ” People Driven Development would
require that the snake farmers could work together – even across tribes. I think we snakes are
much more collaborative and easy to train than any people. We should enjoy our big influence!”
Bob turned green again.

”I also think I showed up to the wrong gathering”, Mu said for himself, ”I will go out and catch
some mice.” He snuck away while other snakes were introducing themselves: ”… résumé driven
development…” ”asshole driven development…”

And while Mu is getting Mice we will also leave the Gathering, and wonder about what snake
farms we will see in the future.

Hints for the reader

TDD: Test-Driven Development

BDD: Behavior-Driven Development

FDD: Feature Driven Development

Kentaur: In English Centaur. According to Harry Potter: a good and friendly creature that you
do not hurt

Tessie: User Interface (UI) test

Ted: Unit Test Framework

Fred: Feature-driven

Bob: Behavior-driven

Snake oil into the agile stream: This is an advanced allusion that targets well-read readers -
especially readers of cartoons like Lucky Luke where snake oil is sold in small bottles, can cure
everything, and typically is sold by suspicious sales men in the Wild West :-) If the reference is
lost on you, you can just ignore it. It might help to remind you of the old adage that like such
mixed metaphors, oil (from snakes or otherwise) and water (stream) don’t mix. Maybe some of
what we find in Agile Software Development doesn’t belong there!

Användarfall: the original Swedish word for Use Case
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Volvo English: thanks to Søren Langkilde Madsen for the phrase ☺

DAD: Inspired by “Disneyland After Dark”, a popular Danish rock band founded in 1982.
When the band got popular in US the Disney group forced them to change name so they became
D.A.D. Today their name is D-A-D. (If the reference is lost on you, don’t worry; it isn’t
important :-)

OO: Object-Oriented

RUP: Rational Unified Process

Summary for the methodologist:
TDD is a design technique for programmers based on unit test first.
BDD is a specification technique based on user stories and test scenarios.
FDD is a development methodology based on object model, feature list, dynamic feature teams,
and milestones.

Story inspired by

Simple Smalltalk Testing: With Patterns. Beck, K., Smalltalk Report 4 October 1994

Test Infected: Programmers love writing test. Beck K. & Gamma E., Java Report July 1998
(http://members.pingnet.ch/gamma/junit.htm)

Extreme Programming Explained: Embrace Change. Beck K., Addison Wesley 1999

Test-Driven Development: By Example. Beck K., Addison Wesley 2002

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_Driven_Development

http://www.petercoad.com/download/bookpdfs/jmcuch06.pdf

http://dannorth.net/introducing-bdd

http://blog.daveastels.com/files/BDD_Intro.pdf

http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/library/oct05/kroll/index.html

http://www.wirfs-brock.com/Design.html

http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTSOCIALDEVELOPMENT/EX
TCDD/0,,menuPK:430167~pagePK:149018~piPK:149093~theSitePK:430161,00.html

Plus a lot of other web pages about something-Driven Development or something-Driven
Design. Go out and look for yourself when you have some time where you have nothing better
to do ☺

http://members.pingnet.ch/gamma/junit.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_Driven_Development
http://www.petercoad.com/download/bookpdfs/jmcuch06.pdf
http://dannorth.net/introducing-bdd
http://blog.daveastels.com/files/BDD_Intro.pdf
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/library/oct05/kroll/index.html
http://www.wirfs-brock.com/Design.html
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTSOCIALDEVELOPMENT/EXTCDD/0,,menuPK:430167~pagePK:149018~piPK:149093~theSitePK:430161,00.html
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTSOCIALDEVELOPMENT/EXTCDD/0,,menuPK:430167~pagePK:149018~piPK:149093~theSitePK:430161,00.html
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Open-Source Messaging Servers

Jeremy McAnally and Assaf Arkin
http://www.manning.com/mcanally/

This article is based on chapter 7 from Ruby in Practice by Jeremy McAnally and Assaf Arkin
published in March 2009. It is being reproduced here by permission from Manning Publications
(www.manning.com). Manning early access books and ebooks are sold exclusively through
Manning. Visit the book's page for more information.

When building an application that requires asynchronous messaging, open-source messaging
servers are a compelling option. In this section we’ll take a look at two such options. The first,
ActiveMQ (available from activemq.apache.org) is a Java-based messaging middleware
developed by the Apache Software Foundation. It’s a popular mid-size solution attractive not
only for its price tag (free!) but also for packing the right amount of features and performance
while requiring minimal setup and administration. The second, reliable-msg, is a pure-Ruby
implementation suitable for small scale deployments.

You can connect to ActiveMQ in a variety of ways, including REST and XMPP, or through the
JMS API, an option that’s available when deploying on JRuby (see Appendix B). We’re going
to use Stomp, the Streaming Text Oriented Messaging Protocol. It’s an open protocol that
supports a variety of messaging brokers and programming languages, and in combination with
StompConnect, any messaging broker that supports the JMS API.

Using ActiveMQ

In this section we’ll look at using ActiveMQ with the stomp gem, a library that gives you the
ability to interface with services over the Stomp protocol. Stomp (or, Streaming Text Orientated
Messaging Protocol) offers a lightweight format for compatible clients to interact with message
brokers. This means that while we’re talking to ActiveMQ in this section, you could just as
easily use the stomp gem with any Stomp compatible message broker (a list of which is on the
Stomp website at stomp.codehaus.org).

Problem:

Your Ruby application needs to integrate with a monitoring service that uses a message broker
to get information from the services it’s monitoring.

Solution:

After you get your ActiveMQ instance installed and configured (see the ActiveMQ and Stomp
websites for information on how to do that), you’ll want to use RubyGems to install the stomp
library.

$ gem install stomp

The service you’re integrating with uses a message queue to get information from the services it
is monitoring through a queue named application_errors. It receives XML messages in a simple
format:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<error>

http://www.manning.com/mcanally/
http://www.manning.com/
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  <type>StandardError</type>
  <message>Something is broken.</message>
  <backtrace>
    NameError: uninitialized constant X
     from (irb):1
  </backtrace>
</error>

We’re going to generate this XML document using Builder, the same library we used to
generate Atom feeds from a Rails application. Builder is available as a separate Gem (gem
install builder). You can see the method generating this XML document in listing 1.

Listing 1: A method to take a Ruby error object and generate XML from it

def generate_xml(error_object)
  payload = ""

  builder = Builder::XmlMarkup.new(:target => payload, :indent => 2)
#1
  builder.instruct!                                                  |

  builder.error do |error|
#2
    error.type error_object.class.to_s                               |
    error.message error_object.message                               |
    error.backtrace "\n#{error_object.backtrace.join("\n")}\n"       |
  end                                                                |

  payload
end

<#1 Buildr object to generate the payload >
<#2 Using Buildr to write document element >

Our generate_xml method takes an error_object as a parameter, which we’ll grab
information from to generate the XML. First, we start a new Builder document by creating an
instance of Builder::XmlMarkup and telling it to generate the XML declaration #1. Next,
we build our document using methods on the builder object #2.

Now, what’s the best architecture for our error reporter? Since we’ll be catching exceptions and
reporting them to the error reporting service, it seems like a good idea to avoid creating an
instance every time. In that case, we’ll probably want to build a class and use class methods to
handle the functionality. Listing 2 shows our implementation of this class.

Listing 2: Implementing our error reporter

require 'rubygems'

require 'stomp'
require 'builder'

class ErrorReporter
  def self.report!(error_object, queue="/queue/errors")    #1
    reporter = Stomp::Client.new                          #2
    reporter.send queue, generate_xml(error_object)       |
  end
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  private
  def self.generate_xml(error_object)
    payload = ""

    builder = Builder::XmlMarkup.new(:target => payload, :indent => 2)
    builder.instruct!

    builder.error do |error|
      error.type error_object.class.to_s
      error.message error_object.message
      error.backtrace "\n#{error_object.backtrace.join("\n")}\n"
    end

    payload
  end
end

<#1 Given error object, push message to queue >
<#2 Use Stomp client to queue message >

Here you can see that we define a method called report! (#1), which takes an error object as a
parameter along with the name of the queue you want to push the messages to (defaulting to
/queue/errors). Next, we create our Stomp::Client object (#2) and tell it to send a
message to the queue from the parameters with a payload containing XML from the
generate_xml method we created earlier. Now, we just have to implement this in some
code.

def error_method
  FakeConstant.non_existent_method!
rescue StandardError => error_obj
  ErrorReport.report! error_obj
end

When running that code, an error will be raised and said error reported via our
ErrorReporter. Upon checking the queues in your message broker’s web interface, you
should see a message there that has XML for the error object. That works great, but let’s build a
message consumer so we can test it easier.

Consuming messages with a Stomp::Client object centers around the subscribe
method, which allows you to define behavior to respond to messages being pushed to a queue.
Defining the behavior is handled by providing a block to the subscribe method; you can see
a primitive example of this in listing 3.

Listing 3: Processing all messages from the queue

client = Stomp::Client.new                                           #1
client.subscribe("/queue/testing") do |message|                      #2
  puts message.body                                                  |
end                                                                  |

# Join the listener thread
client.join

<#1 Use Stomp client to consume messages >
<#2 Subscribe to queue and consume each message >
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Running the above code and then pushing messages into the /queue/testing queue will
cause their payload to be printed to the console. The yielded message object is actually a
Stomp::Message object, which also has a little bit more information about the frame if you
need it (specifically, the frame headers and command). We join the thread otherwise the script
will exit and the listener thread will be killed off.

So, to make a consumer for our error reporter, we’ll need to pop the messages off the queue and
process the XML inside of our subscribe call. To do so, we’ll use REXML to parse the
XML document and work with the elements tree; see our implementation in listing 4.

Listing 4: Our testing consumer for the error reporter

require 'rubygems'

require 'rexml/document'
require 'stomp'

client = Stomp::Client.new

client.subscribe("/queue/errors") do |message|
  xml = REXML::Document.new(message.body)                            #1

  puts "************************"
  puts "- Error type: #{xml.elements['error/type'].text}"            #2
  puts "- Error message: #{xml.elements['error/message'].text}"      |
  puts "- Error backtrace: #{xml.elements['error/backtrace'].text}"  |
  puts                                                               |
end

client.join

<#1 Parse the XML message body >
<#2 Print the text value of various elements >

We create a Stomp::Client object and invoke subscribe; when a message is received we push the
message body over to REXML (#1) and pull attributes out to print them to the console (#2). If
you run this script and then throw a few errors to the error reporter, your console should look
something like the following:

************************
- Error type: NameError
- Error message: uninitialized constant NonExistentConstant
- Error backtrace:
my_script.rb:3:in `test_call'
my_script.rb:12

************************
- Error type: NameError
- Error message: uninitialized constant IDontExist
- Error backtrace:
application.rb:9:in `invoke!'
application.rb:20
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Discussion

In these examples, we’ve only shown you a few features of the stomp gem. To keep the
examples short, we left these features out, but the library is actually quite full featured. For
example, it supports authentication in the message broker. So, if we wanted to login as a user on
the broker listening on the localhost at port 13333, we’d simply do something like the
following when creating the Stomp::Client object.

client = Stomp::Client.new("username", "pass", "localhost", 13333)

The library also supports reliable messaging using client side acknowledgement. For example,
let’s say you wanted to make sure that your authorization messages were being received; your
code, at its base level, might look something like the following:

message = nil
client = Stomp::Client.new
client.send "/queue/rb", "Hi, Ruby!"

client.subscribe("/queue/rb", :ack => 'client') { |msg| message = msg
}

client.acknowledge message

To learn more about these and other features (like transactional sending), you can check out the
Stomp home page or generate the RDocs for stomp on your local machine.

Stomp Documentation

The stomp gem doesn’t actually generate the documentation for it when it installs itself, so
you’ll need to navigate to its directory and run rdoc to generate it yourself. RDocs aside, we
found that the test suite was one of the best locations for information on how to use the library.
The same goes for RubyWMQ and other libraries we cover in this book. Chalk it up to a
developer community devoted to test-driven development.

If Java and ActiveMQ aren’t available to you or you don’t want to go through the effort of
setting it up, there is a pure Ruby stomp server available also. It’s available as a gem named
stompserver, which you can install by executing the following:

$ gem install stompserver

While it’s not production quality, it’s great for testing your application locally without creating
a lot of overhead on your system. Even though it is useful, stompserver isn’t the best pure Ruby
asynchronous messaging solution available; in the next section we’ll take a look at the best pure
Ruby option that we’ve found: Ruby Reliable Messaging.

Using reliable-msg

If your preference is to stay in Ruby rather than using a tool from another language (for
example, if you plan on hacking in some custom functionality) or if your requirements don’t
allow for extraneous software installation then perhaps a pure Ruby solution is in order. Assaf
wrote a pure Ruby, reliable messaging library obviously named Ruby Reliable Messaging. In
this section we’ll take a look at using this library to fulfill your asynchronous messaging needs
in a small setting where no heavy lifting is required.
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Problem

You want to utilize asynchronous messaging, but you need to stay in the Ruby language.

Solution

To get started, you’ll want to install the Ruby Reliable Messaging gem, which is named
reliable-msg.

$ gem install reliable-msg

Next, you’ll want to start the Reliable Messaging library’s message broker, which is a daemon
that exposes brokering over DRb.

$ queues manager start

DRB

DRb (Distributed Ruby) is a standard library that you can use to write distributed applications.
Using DRb, client applications can call Ruby objects that exist on a remote server using a fast
binary protocol over TCP/IP. Similar in nature to RMI and DCOM, it was designed to make
RPC calls between objects running on different machines and for inter-process communication,
and because it was only designed to support Ruby clients and servers, its main benefits are
speed and simplicity.

After you have the broker started, you’re ready to write some code! The Reliable Messaging
library functions primarily through the ReliableMsg::Queue class and its put and get
methods. These obviously named methods will put methods into the queue and get them out. As
an example, take a look at listing 5.

Listing 5: The Reliable Messaging library’s core functionality centers on one class and two
methods

require 'rubygems'
require 'reliable-msg'

queue = ReliableMsg::Queue.new 'ruby'          #1
queue.put "Simple message goes here."          |

msg = queue.get                                #2
puts msg.object                                |
# => "Simple message goes here."               |

<#1 Push a message to the ‘ruby’ queue >
<#2 Consume the message and print it >

You can easily see the simple API here. We create a ReliableMsg::Queue object and use
the put method to place an object in the queue #1. Next, we use the get method to pop the
first object (i.e., the string we just created) off the queue #2. Then we use the object method
to get the object from the message and output it to the console (in this case, we just had a simple
string). This simple API makes it very easy to worry more about the business logic around your
messaging rather than the messaging itself.
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While reliable-msg isn’t meant for heavy-traffic messaging, it does offer one unique
advantage over the other solutions that aren’t Ruby from top to bottom: native object handling.
When you place a message in the queue, the reliable-msg library does this:

message = Marshal::dump message

What does that mean for you? This means that you can put any type of object into the queue and
have it serialized natively in Ruby. No more XML serialization, no tip toe’ing around
serialization limitations, and no more worrying about serialization problems. Of course, this
means that you can only integrate with Ruby clients, but then again, this section is all about pure
ruby messaging.

For example, let’s say you want to use a queue to pass work order information from your Rails
application to your Ruby application on a different host that processes and dispatches work
orders. Your WorkOrderMessage class might look something like listing 6.

Listing 6: A class for work order information passing from a Rails application to a Ruby
application

class WorkOrderMessage
  attr_accessor :requester, :requested_work, :date_due

  def initialize(params)
    raise "Invalid arguments provided." unless params.is_a?(Hash)

    @requester = params[:requester]
    @requested_work = params[:requested_work]
    @date_due = params[:date_due]
  end

  def unique_id
    "#{@requester.slice(0,5).strip.upcase}-" +
    "#{@date_due.strftime('%m%d%y')}-#{@requested_work.hash}"
  end

  def report!
    puts "Order #{unique_id} received."
    puts "from #{@requester}, due #{@date_due.strftime('%D')}"
    puts "Work requested:"
    puts @requested_work
    puts
  end
end

In the class we have attr_accessors for various attributes, a couple of methods to format
the information in a variety of ways, and a constructor that takes a Hash as its single parameter
so we can pass from a request to a create action to the constructor directly.

In our Rails application, we then would have a create action that looks something like listing
7.

Listing 7: Creating a work order in the database and passing a message

def create
  @work_order = WorkOrder.new(params[:work_order])   #1
  @work_order.save!
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  mq = ReliableMsg::Queue.new 'orders_queue'          #2
  message = WorkOrderMessage.new(params[:work_order]) |
  mq.put message                                      |

  flash[:notice] = "Work order submitted."
  redirect_to(work_orders_path)
rescue ActiveRecord::RecordInvalid
  render :action => 'new'
end

<#1 Store work order in the database >
<#2 Queue message to process work order >

First, we create an ActiveRecord object and save it to the database #1. If that’s successful, then
we proceed to create our WorkOrderMessage object and place it in the queue #2. The rest of
the method will place a confirmation message in the flash and redirect the user to the index of
the work_orders controller.

Blocking Your Rails Application

The only downside to this approach is that it blocks your Rails application when placing the
message in the queue, which means that if you’re moving around big objects or have a slow or
busy queue, then your users will have to wait until it’s done (or worse, the request may time
out). See the Discussion section below for a few tips on how to avoid this.

Now we need to create a consumer for these messages for our Ruby application. Again, we’ll
use the get method to grab the message from the queue and process it. See listing 8 for our
implementation of a simple consumer.

Listing 8: Consuming messages from the queue

require 'rubygems'
require 'reliable-msg'

queue = ReliableMsg::Queue.new 'orders_queue'     #1

while true                                        #2
  while true
    break unless queue.get do |msg|               #3
      msg.report!                                 |
                                                  |
      # If you had a Processor class...           |
      Process.process! msg                        |
      True                                        |
    end
  end
  sleep 10 # No messages?  Hold on!
end

<#1 Open connection to orders queue >
<#2 Loop forever >
<#3 Process each message available from queue >

First we create our Queue object #1, and then we start looping so that the consumer is always
available #2. When we get a message (#3), we call its report! method to give us a report of
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what its work order contains then tell our Processor class (assuming we have one) to process
it.

Discussion

We said that the method we showed for Rails integration wasn’t the best. While it works for
80% of cases, it may cause problems for you if have high traffic or big message objects. There
are two popular options for Rails integrated messaging: AP4R and ActiveMessaging. AP4R
builds on reliable-msg and offers a number of Rails specific features that will make your life
much easier when trying to handle messaging. If you're interested in the minimal setup and
configuration of reliable-msg and want to use it in combination with Rails application, we
recommend checking out AP4R.

ActiveMessaging is another alternative for integrating messaging providers into Rails
application, its strength is in supporting WebSphere MQ, Stomp, JMS, Amazon Simple Queue
Service and reliable-msg, letting you switch between providers as your project need changes. It
does require more setup than AP4R, with the clear advantage of supporting more messaging
services.

If these libraries strike you as too much to setup or too much code to add to your application,
you could also use something like spawn or BackgrounDRb to handle the sending (and
optionally consuming) of messages. This option is simpler and possibly cleaner, but isn’t as
integrated or powerful.

In our examples, we didn’t cover some of the more advanced features of reliable-msg. For
example, you can specify the delivery method. By default, it’s “best effort” (:best_effort),
which means it will try to deliver the message once and if it fails the message will be discarded.
Let’s say you wanted a little more resilience. You decide to change the delivery behavior to
repeat delivery 6 times and if it failed, place the message in the dead-letter queue.

queue.put message, :delivery => :repeated

You can also set the :delivery argument to be :once, which will try to deliver the message
once and if it fails, the message will be placed in the dead-letter queue. These parameters
can also be set on Queue objects so that it becomes the default for any message object passed to
it.

queue = Queue.new("my_queue", :delivery => :repeated)

This will cause any message put in that queue to be delivered using the repeated method rather
than the default. The reliable-msg library also has a very flexible consumption API and a
number of options for persistence. You can read more about these in RDocs, which are
generated when you install the gem.

Viewing Gem Documentation

If you want to view the documentation for gems on your system, then run gem server from
your favorite command line. This script will start a Web server on port 8808 which you can
navigate to and browse a list of the gems you have installed and their accompanying
documentation.
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